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OFFICE DES NATIONS UNIES A GENEVE UNITED NATIONS O F F I C E ' A T GENEVA

CONFIDENTIAL

A - TO : Secretary-General

M E M O R A N D U M

DE - FROM :
 Rolf Bjornerstedt f _., ,

Acting Representative/ertf/fhe Secretary-General
Conference of the Committee on Disarmament

GENEVE, 1 July 1975

OBJET - SUBJECT : BRIEF; THE SUMMER SESSION OF THE CCD

1. The summer session of the CCD started on 24 June and will continue
until 28 August. The work of the Committee this summer will be much more
active than usual because of the establishment of three expert groups
dealing with nuclear-weapon-free zones, peaceful nuclear explosions and
environmental warfare.

2. The Expert Group on ETuclear-Weapon-Free Zones is meeting at present
and is expected to finish its work by 7 August, then submitting its report
to the CCD. The Experts have agreed on a detailed outline for the report
and we are now receiving working papers concerning the substantive aspects
of the studies. The Secretariat has been requested to assist in the drafting
of the report but the responsibility for the final draft rests with the
experts. The IAEA has been requested to provide comments on the subject
relevant to its field of activity.

3. On__l^__July, an informal expert meeting on the questionof arms control
asjpects of peaceful nuclear explosions, in the context of a comprefieTisirve—
test ban, will convene for one week. Qualified experts from major countries
will participate. An IAEA paper on possible use of peaceful nuclear explosions
will be available for the meeting. Canada, Japan and Sweden will submit a
working paper on seismological means for detection of nuclear explosions.

4« On 4 August, an informal meeting will convene for a week to discuss
the question of prohibiting environmental warfare. The interest in this
subject has increased following press reports about progress in bilateral
Soviet-American negotiations. It_is expected that a convention prohibiting
environmental warfare may be worked out but it is unlikely that it will be
reported to the CCD this~summer.

5. The intensification of CCD work, mainly through the many expert studies
made on various disarmament and arms control subjects, forecasts an active
debate on disarmament items at the next session of the General Assembly.
However, also this year the QCD_will probably not report any new disarmament
agreement to the General Assembly. There will in any case be a record number
of disarmament items (lb) on the provisional agenda of the thirtieth session.
For these reasons some_delegations are of the view that the time has come for
a more general consideration of the existing bodies for discussion and
negotiation on d i s a r m a m e n t . " "



A/1012H
English
Page 2

The Soviet Union, for its part, is prepared to begin to take appropriate
practical steps simultaneously with all other States permanent members of the
Security Council.

Resolution 325̂  (XXIX), adopted at the twenty-ninth session of the General
Assembly, does not contribute to the practical solution of the question of reducing
military budgets, because in essence it departs from the implementation of the
specific measures deriving from resolution 3093 (XXVIII) on this question, proposed
by the Soviet Union.

I request you to circulate this letter from the Permanent Mission of the USSR
to the United Nations as an official document of the General Assembly under item 36
of the preliminary list of items to be included in the provisional agenda-of the
thirtieth session of the General Assembly.

(Signed) R. OVIWNIKOV
Acting Permanent Representative of the USSR

to the United Nations
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Thirtieth session
Item 36 of the preliminary list*

IMPLEMENTATION OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 325k (XXIX)

Letter dated 26 June 1975 from the Acting Permanent Representative
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics to the United. Nations

addressed to the Secretary-General

In connexion with General Assembly resolution 325̂  (XXIX) concerning the
reduction of military budgets, the Permanent Mission of the USSR to the United
Nations has the honour to communicate the following.

The views of the Soviet Government on the question of the reduction of the
military budgets of States permanent members of the Security Council by 10 per cent
and utilization of part of the funds thus saved to provide assistance to developing
countries were set out in the letter dated 25 September 1973 from the Minister for
Foreign Affairs of the USSR addressed to the United Nations Secretary-General. I/
These views still hold good and fully retain their validity now.

It is well known that the Soviet Union's initiative in submitting for
consideration by the General Assembly the question of the reduction of the military
budgets of States permanent members of the Security Council by 10 per cent and
utilization of part of the funds thus saved to provide assistance to developing
countries received broad support in the United Nations and from world public
opinion. The specific Soviet proposals on this question formed the basis of
General Assembly resolution 3093 (XXVIII). In the opinion of the Soviet Union, the
implementation of this decision of the General Assembly as speedily as possible
would promote the aim of increasing international detente and limiting the arms
race. It would also create broader possibilities for providing substantial
additional aid to the developing countries. These funds could then be directed at
the improvement of living conditions, health facilities, education, housing
construction and other needs of their economic and social development. The
implementation of measures to reduce military expenditure would of course also
benefit the States which made the reduction.

* A/10000.

I/ A/9191.
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The Soviet Union is guided by the principle that all peoples need peace and
that the elimination of the danger of a world nuclear war is a matter of concern to
all States. In their appeal to the peoples , parliaments and Governments of all
countries on the occasion of the thirtieth anniversary of the victory over fascism
and militarism, the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union,
the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR and the Soviet Government called for
urgent efforts to strengthen peace and, to that end, called for a struggle to limit
and halt the race in armaments of all kinds and for steady progress towards general
and complete disarmament. The achievement of further practical steps in that
direction would unquestionably make an appreciable contribution towards fulfilling
the aims and tasks of the Disarmament Decade.

The Soviet Union, for its part, will spare no effort in helping to consolidate
a stable and lasting peace on earth.

I should be grateful if you would circulate this letter from the Permanent
Mission of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics to the United Nations as an
official General Assembly document under item hh of the preliminary list of
questions to be included in the provisional agenda for the thirtieth session of
the General Assembly, entitled "Mid-Term review of the Disarmament Decade".

(Signed) R. OVIOTIKOV
Acting Permanent Representative of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

to the United Nations
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MID-TERM REVIEW OF THE DISARMAMENT DECADE

Letter dated 26 June 1975 from the Acting; Permanent Representative
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics to the United Nations

addressed to the Secretary-General

In connexion with General Assembly resolution 3261 A (XXIX; concerning the
Disarmament Decade, the Permanent Mission of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
to the United Nations has the honour to state the following.

The struggle to limit material preparations for war has always been one of the
main elements of the foreign policy of the Soviet Union. The Soviet Government,
consistently implementing the Peace Programme of the Twenty-fourth Congress of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union, is constantly making vigorous efforts to curb
the arms race and achieve genuine progress in solving the problem of disarmament.

In recent years, major successes have been achieved in the struggle to
consolidate peace and security, particularly in the struggle to limit the arms race.
A whole set of important international treaties is currently in effect - treaties
on the banning of nuclear weapon tests in three media, on the non-proliferation of
nuclear weapons, on the prohibition of the installation of nuclear weapons in outer
space and on the sea-bed, and on the prohibition and destruction of bacteriological
weapons. The Soviet-United States agreements on the prevention of nuclear war and
the limitation of strategic armaments and underground tests of nuclear weapons are
of particular importance. On the initiative of the Soviet Union, a number of
decisions have been taken by the United Nations General Assembly with a. view to
averting the threat of war and limiting and reducing armaments; these include
decisions on the non-use of force in international relations coupled with the
permanent prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons , on a World Disarmament
Conference, on the reduction of military budgets, and on the prohibition of action
to influence the environment for military purposes.

Thus, practical progress has been made in the struggle to lessen the threat of
war and to consolidate peace and security by limiting the arms race. Nevertheless,
efforts to halt the arms race have thus far been unsuccessful. Ahead still lies a
prolonged and stubborn struggle that calls for exerting every effort.

* A/10COO.

75-12989
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press Release SG/SM/2203
DC/8J1

17 June 1975

STATEMENT BY SECRETARY -GENERAL TO COMMEMORATE FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY

- OF GENEVA CONVENTION PROHIBITING GAS AW BACTERIOLOGICAL WARFARE

': •'•• ' . (This release is being issued in New York and Geneva.)

Following is the text of a statement by Secretary-General Kurt Waldhein
marking the fiftieth anniversary of the signing at Geneva 5 on 3.7 June 1925 } of
the Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous
or Other Gases, and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare:

Fifty years ago today, the Geneva Protocol prohibiting the use in war of
asphyxiating, poisonous or other gases, and of bacteriological methods of war-
fare, was signed. This was in several ways a most remarkable achievement.

Firstly, we should recall that the Protocol was the result of negotiations
that were spurr.ed by world public opinion which had reacted with intense
revulsion to the massive use of chemical weapons during the First World War.
The Geneva Protocol therefore constitutes an historic example of the crucial
role that public opinion may play in furthering the prohibition of arms and of
their use in warfare. This is an important lesson for us today, when we are
faced with so many difficult problems to be solved in the area of arms control
and disarmament.

Secondly, it is clear that the Geneva Protocol has been a most effective
instrument. It has helped to create a powerful restraint on the actions of
States in this area, in spite of the existence of vast arsenals of biological
and chemical weapons, and notwithstanding that we have witnessed so many armed
conflicts, including the Second World War, in the past five decades.

It is also gratifying that the Geneva Protocol is adhered to almost
universally. More than 100 States, including all nuclear-weapon States and all
other major military Powers, are now parties to the Protocol. There exists no
other instrument in this area which is as widely accepted, internationally.
Still, I wish to express my sincere hope that all States not parties to the
Protocol will take this occasion as an opportxmity to consider favourably their
accession to this instrument.

(more)
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Press Release SG/SM/2203
DC/831

17 June 1975

STATEMENT BY SECRETARY-GIfflERAL TO COMf'^MORATE FIFTIETIi ANNIVERSARY

OF GEHEVA COWSNTION PROHIBITING GAS AND BACTERIOLOGICAL WARFARE

•.

: •'•• • (This release is being issued in New York and Geneva.)

Following is the text of a statement by Secretary-G-eneral Kurt Waldheim
marking the fiftieth anniversary of the signing at Geneva, on 17 June 1925, of
the Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous
or Other Gases, and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare:

Fifty years ago today, the Geneva Protocol prohibiting the use in war of
asphyxiating, poisonous or other gases, and of bacteriological methods of war-
fare, was signed. This was in several ways a most remarkable achievement.

Firstly, we should recall that the Protocol was the result of negotiations
that were spurred by world public opinion which had reacted with intense
revulsion to the massive use of chemical weapons during the First World War,
The Geneva Protocol therefore constitutes an historic example of the crucial
role that public opinion may play in furthering the prohibition of arms and of
their use in warfare. This is an important lesson for us today, when we are
faced with so many difficult problems to be solved in the area of arms control
and disarmament.

Secondly, it is clear that the Geneva Protocol has been a most effective
instrument. It has helped to create a powerful restraint on the actions of
States in this area, in spite of the existence of vast arsenals of biological
and chemical weapons, and notwithstanding that we have witnessed so' many armed
conflicts, including the Second World War, in the past five decades.

It is also gratifying that the Geneva Protocol is adhered to almost
universally. More than 100 States, including all nuclear-weapon States and all
other major military Powers, are now parties to the Protocol. There exists no
other instrument in this area which is as widely accepted, internationally.
Still, I wish to express my sincere hope that all States not parties to the
Protocol will take this occasion as an opportxinity to consider favourably their
accession to this instrument.

(more)
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.;"•'" . 17 June 1975

The existence of the Protocol has served as an important encouragement for
the efforts to prohibit the development, production and stockpiling of the
chemical and-"biological weapons themselves. These efforts have been successful
to the extent that, this year, the Convention on the Prohibition of the
Development, Production and Stockpiling of Biological and Toxin Weapons and on
Their Destruction has entered into force. This is the first measure of real
disarmament that has been agreed upon by the international community. •

It would be a worthy commemoration of the fiftieth anniversary of the
Geneva Protocol if it could be the occasion for all States to pledge their full
efforts to reach agreement also on banning the development, production and
stockpiling of all chemical weapons a.nd on their destruction. This would
complete what was started 50 years ago with the signing of the Geneva Protocol.

. * *** *
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6VA 3061 CONFIDENTIAL

SECRETARY-GENEVRAL FROM BJORNESIEDT

TOO M A I M COMMITTEES OF REVIEW CONFERENCE CONCLUDED WORK FRIDAY

TW E N T YT H IRD HI THOUT R E A C H I N G AGREEMENT 0 tMTEMS BEFORE

COMMITTEES SIMPLY FORWARDED TO CONFERENCE FOR ITS C O N S I D E R A T I O N

PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AM) RECORDS OF MEETINGS.

LACK OF RESULTS SO FAR DEPENDS ON STRONG DIFFERENCE IN V I E W S

KTWEEH NWS AKD N K W S ON ROLE A!© OUTCOME OF CONFERENCE.

KWS^SUPPORTED BY M A N Y SOCIALIST A!® SOME WESTERN STATES CORSIDERlC

THAT THE S U C C E . S j i O F C O t i F E R E H C E HAD JEEN E N S U R E D BY THE R A T I F I C A T I O N

CF THE MPT BY E U R A T O M I STATES AM) THAT CONFERENCE SHOULD OKLY ADOPT

DECLARATION R E A F F 1 R I N G PRINCIPLES AKD OBJECTIVES OF HPT CALLING

KJR S T R E H G I M E K I N G THE NOK-PROLIFERATION REGIME. THESE STATES

ACCORDINGLY AVOIDED COMMITTEE DISCUSSION ON QUESTIONS OTHER THA«

WE COKTEHT OF PROPOSED DECLARATIOH.

kHfcS OW OTKilR HA ® CONSIDERED THAT O R I G I N A L IMBALANCE OF

CGUGftTlOHS IK THE TREATY OF NWS AKD NKWS HAS B E E N FURTHER \f lDt*U

IS PAST FIVE YEARS. ACCORDINGLY THEY PROPOSED THAT THE COfcmt*CS

TAKE A SERIES OF ACTIONS TO REMEDY THE SITUATION. IK PARTICULAR,

i^^ERAL^H>SSJfc^E-S^£tlIXI£D-J3£&jEXS_QF_AD)IU'10_ „—..

® 10 THE TREATY D E A L I N G WITH KUCLEAR WEAPON TESTS, NUCLEAR

DISARMAMEtiT AND ESCURITY GUARANTEES TO NNWS. THIS APPROACH WAS

EITHER IGNORED OR STRONGLY REJECTED BY THE IMS AKD THEIR CLOSED ">

a • A.LIES.

IN THE R E M A I N I N G WEEK, THE DISCUSSION WILL CONTINUE IN P L E N A R Y

MD DRAFTING COMMITTEE. AS «0 GROUP OF COUHTR1ES HAS THE REQUIRED

TWOTHIRDS MAJORITY OF VOTES ALL DECISIONS 1H PRACTICE WILL '-•'

tttVE TO BE ADOPTED BY CONSENSUS. IT IS KOW HOPED THAT C O N C I L I A f l O M

CAN BE REACHED IN THE PLENARY WHERE A COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH

COULD PERMIT THE NEGOTIATIONS TO COVER THE WHOLE R A N G E OF QUESTIONS

EEFORE THE CONFERENCE*
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WORLD DISARMAMENT CONFERENCE .

Mote verbale dated 20 May 1975 from the Permanent Representative of
Hungary to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General

The Permanent Representative of the Hungarian People's Republic to the United
Nations presents his compliments to the Secretary-General of the United Nations and,
with reference to his note of 2 May 1975 sent to the Secretary-General in connexion
with General Assembly resolution 3260 (XXIX), has the honour to request that the
annex to the above-mentioned note, a copy of which is enclosed, be circulated as an
official document of the General Assembly under item 1|2 of the preliminary list of
items to be included in the provisional agenda of the thirtieth session.

* A/10000.

75-10573 /...
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SUBJECT:
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

Secretary-General

N A T I O N S U N I E S

MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

DATE:
17 April 1975

REFERENCE:

'CD

CONFIDENTIAL

—Rolf Bjb'rnerstedt
Acting Representative

Spring session of CCD

The spring session of the CCD was concluded on 10 April
after six weeks of meetings. The session -was much more active
than in recent years and numerous informal meetings were organized
in addition to the usual two, formal meetings each week. The
increased activity was caused mainly by the addition of three nev;
items to the Committee's agenda: Nuclear-Weapon-Free-Zones (W.vFZ),
Peaceful Nuclear Explosions (PHE) and Environmental Warfare. For
each of these topics, it was decided to hold expert meetings
during the summer session, which will therefore be very intensive.

The Committee also, this spring, increased its membership
with five new States: Federal Republic of Germany, German Democratic
Republic, Iran, Peru and Zaire. The nev; members took an active part
in the work of the CCD.

On the initiative of Romania, the CCD discussed the organization
of its work and decided to convene each year on the third Tuesday of
February and to conclude not later than the last Thursday of August.
The Committee also decided to discuss; the-organisation of work at the
beginning of each spring session. In some measure, these decisions
diminish the role of the two Co-Chairmen in deciding on CCD procedures,
This is part of a trend that found substantive support during this
spring session. It may lead to further initiatives this summer,
e.g. in connexion with the preparation of the report to the General
Assembly, traditionally a responsibility of the Co-Chairmen.

On substantive matters, there seems to be no change in the
position concerning a Comprehensive Test Ban. On Chemical Weapons,
however, there is some anticipation that the United States and the
USSR may be able to make progress on the joint initiative they have
announced they would undertake in this field. If so, the CCD would
have before it, for concrete negotiation, a true disarmament task
of considerable importance.

\

c.c. Mr. A. N. Shevchenko
Under-Secretary-General, PSCA
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Expert Group on Ifoclear-Weapon-Free-Zones (resolution }26l F

The establishment of this Expert Group "under the auspices" of the
CCD, constitutes the first time in the Committee's history that it has,
formally, dealt with the establishment of a new disarmament body.
Twenty-one States were invited to participate, many of them actively
engaged in the different zone proposals that were discussed at the
twenty-ninth General Assembly: Australia, Belgium, Bulgaria, Czecho-
slovakia, Ecuador, Egypt, Findland, Ghana, India, Iran, Japan, Mexico,
Nigeria, Pakistan, Poland, Romania, Sweden, Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, United Kingdom, United States and Zaire.

The Expert Group held its first session of six meetings from
7-10 April and decided on a draft outline of its report (enclosed).
The Group will meet again for 6-8 weeks this summer and intends to
finalize the report by 7 August. It will then be discussed by the CCD.

The new arrangement with an expert group under the auspices of the
CCD has two distinct advantages. Firstly, it has helped to vitalize the
CCD and add a concrete task to its work program; secondly, it is possible
to have an active function for the Secretariat in a politically -sensitive
question without exposing the United Nations to criticism. The information
given and the papers drafted by the Secretariat have no official standing
and the responsibility for the content of the report rests wholly with
the Expert Group. It would seem that similar arrangements in the future
could be useful when other experts' reports in the field of disarmament
are called for.
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The Disarmament Secretariat in Geneva

The servicing of the CCD has up to now been carried out by
professional staff based in New York. The Special Representative
of the Secretary-General has, however, in the past four years been
posted in Geneva and has been assisted by Mrs. L. M. Gill, presently
in a G-7 post.

It is well known that Mrs. Gill, since 1958, has been handling
much of the work of the CCD Secretariat in. a most competent manner.
As a result, Mrs. Gill has, over the years, been given successively
broader responsibilities and is now exercising also functions that
are at the professional level.

Mrs. Gill -will retire in June 197&" and a new arrangement will
therefore have to be found for the CCD Secretariat in Geneva. Considering,
however, in addition to the above, that it would be practical to combine
the CCD function of that Secretariat with responsibilities also concerning
other disarmament meetings in Geneva, of which there are now a large
number, it is proposed that the Disarmament Affairs Division have
permanently stationed in Geneva one officer at the P-5 level. This would
necessitate a reclassification of Mrs. Gill's post and it is recommended
that the new arrangement be instituted from the beginning of 1976 in
order to provide the needed continuity in the work.
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MESSAGE OF SECRETARY-GENERAL TO GENERAL CONFERENCE OF AGENCY

•FOR PROHIBITION OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS IN LATIN AMERICA

Following is the text of a message by Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim
to the fourth session of the General Conference of the Agency for the
Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America (OPANAL), opening in Mexico
•City on 15 April. The message will be read by Arkady H. Shevchenko, Under-
Secretary-General for Political and Security Council Affairs:

It is my privilege to" convey to the General Conference of OPANAL, the
message of the Secretary-General of the United Nations, Dr. Kurt Waldheim.
Here is his message:

"As the General Conference of the Agency for the Prohibition of Nuclear
Weapons in Latin America meets for its fourth session, it gives me great
pleasure to extend greetings and good wishes to all the delegations parti-
cipating in the Conference.

"The Conference is being held at a juncture in international life when
the question of nuclear-weapon-free zones is receiving unprecedented attention
by the world community. At the twenty-ninth session of the General Assembly,
nuclear-weapon-free zones occupied a very prominent place on the disarmament
agenda and renewed tribute was paid to the pioneering effort of Latin America
in establishing a nuclear-weapon-free zone over its own vast and densely
populated continent. This reflects, I believe, increasing awareness of the
value of nuclear-weapon-free zones as manifestations of a particular approach
to the question of non-proliferation of nuclear weapons.

"One might recall in this connexion that the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation
of Huclear Weapons specifically recognised the right of any group of
States to conclude regional treaties in order to assure the total absence of
nuclear weapons in their respective territories.

"In this context, the Treaty of Tlatelolco can be viewed not only as an
instrument of regional security, but also as a substantial contribution to non-
proliferation and world security. As I recently noted, the proliferation of
nuclear weapons would still make more slender the margin between localized
conflicts and wider confrontations. Therefore, it is to be hoped that the
process of implementation of the Treaty itself and its two Additional Protocols
will continue to make steady progress.

(more)
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"Tills means that efforts are still required in order to gain further
support for the Treaty and ultimately to achieve its universal acceptance.

"It is my hope that recent favourable events in international relations,
in particular the achievement of important agreements designed to halt the
arms race and to decrease the danger of nuclear war, will facilitate forward
movement towards the goal of a world free from the nuclear threat and united
in its efforts to maintain international peace and security.

"Your Conference is faced with an extensive agenda covering a number of
questions of far-reaching importance for the future operation of the Treaty
of Tlatelolco, including the possible relationship of OPANAL with other
nuclear-weapon-free zones, the implementation of the system of control, and
the strengthening of the programme to promote peaceful uses of nuclear energy.

"I am sure that the Conference will achieve successful results on all
these issues. . .

"To all delegations attending the Conference and to the host Government
I extend my most sincere wishes for a successful and fruitful session."

*
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CONFERENCE OF THE COMMITTEE OH DISARMAMENT

Situation Report Up. 5.7
(4 March to 10 April 1975)

Assessment

Introduction

The 1975 spring session of the Conference of the Committee on

Disarmament, held from 4 March to 10 April, was one of the shortest CCT)

sessions on record but also one of the most active in recent years. Five

new members—the GDR, the FRG, Iran, Peru and Zaire—joined the Committee

and several new questions were taken ups environmental warfare, PFE's

and MFZ's. The message of the Secretary-General to the Conference vra,s

received with more than usual interest and was extensively quoted, par-

ticularly the passages concerning the heavy cost of the arms burden.

Despite the shortness of the session, some twenty-five members made

genera,! statements, and the Committee conducted a useful review of all

the many items, old and new, now before it. It also took necessary

measures to ensure that the tasks involving deadlines would be carried

out in a timely manner, including the establishment, for the first time

in the Committee's history, of an expert group "under CCD auspices".

The most prominent old items were the perennial priority questions

of a CTB and a ban on CW. Although the discussion revealed no progress

in either matter, views of some interest were put forward with regard to

the close relationship between a CTB and the non-proliferation problem,

and extensive pressure was put on the U.S. and the U3SH to take early

action to make known their announced initiative with regard to a conven-

tion on the most lethal CW weapons.

The three new tasks assigned to the Committee were not extensively

discussed in substance, and the debate on them will take place at the

summer session. To achieve the required consensus in all the procedural

matters, a considerable number of informal meetings were held during the

session, xrith extensive consultations outside the meetings.

By far the dominant overall theme of the session was that of the

growing danger of nuclear proliferation and the urgent need to seek methods

to prevent it, beginning vrith the FPT Review Conference next month. In

extensive discussions of this theme, there was general recognition of the

close interrelationship between nuclear disarmament, a CTB, the peaceful
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use of nuclear energy, PFE's, MTFZ's, the ETPT Review Conference and,

finally, the future of the HPT itself. The prevailing conclusion

appeared to be that the Review Conference, although not likely to find

the ultimate solution for these problems, would constitute a welcome

opportunity to consider them in detail and perhaps to obtain more

definite commitments for their early solution.

The debates on these matters are summarized in more deta.il in para-

graphs below on Ill-IP zones, PHE's, and the HPT Review Conference, together

with brief paragraphs on environmental warfare, on CT/I and on the viork and

procedures of the CCD. (More complete summaries of the views expressed on

all subjects are contained in the Annex.)

All speakers welcomed the recent US ratification of the Geneva

Protocol of 1925 an& the entry into force of the BW Convention on 26 March

as good auguries for achieving some measure of progress on a C!T ban this

year.

Many delegations, disappointed that the U.S. and the USSR did not take

any action at this session to fulfil their promise of last year to take an

early joint initiative to achieve a ban on the mor.t lethal C weapons, urged

the two Powers to take such action as soon as possible. In agreeing to

certain changes in its proposed draft convention, Japan reminded the ~t,wo

Powers rather sharply that it felt it deserved to be informed soon of the

nature of the proposed initiative, which it hoped would be based on the

Japanese concept. In the absence of any specific action on the subject,

however, the Japanese draft convention was given only slightly more attention

than the Socialist draft CH convention and the working paper of the non-aligned

countries calling for a comprehensive CW ban.

CTB

Most speakers continued to stress that the CTB question wa-s among

the two top priority items before the CCD, if not the single most important

item, and many emphasized its importance in strengthening the HPT and curbing

the nuclear arms race. Its close relationship to the PIE question was also

repeatedly noted, as outlined in the paragraph on PHE*s below. Poland and

Czechoslovakia held that the CTB was closely related to the HPT, and the

latter stated that achievement of a CTB implied'the adherence of all States

to the HPT. The debate, however, revealed no change in the basic positions

on the question, and a number of speakers expressed dissatisfaction that

the matter was not even directly discussed at this session.
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HPT Review Conference

Most delegations looked to the HPT Review Conference to "begin the

process of finding solutions for the growing problems of nuclear prolifera-

tion. Listed as outstanding among these problems were the questions of

(a) putting a halt to the nuclear arms ra.ce (UPT preamble and Article VI);

(b) strengthening safeguards to prevent the diversion of nuclear mater-

ials from peaceful to military uses and to prevent nuclear theft (Article

III); (c) expanding assistance for peaceful uses of nuclear energy,

particularly to the developing countries (Article 17) without increasing

the danger of diversion; (d) establishing a regime for PNE's that would

prevent the development of nuclear weapons by countries not already possess-

ing them (Article V) ; and (e) providing the non-nuclear HPT parties with

more satisfactory guarantees against nuclear attack. Many delegations

stressed, hot-;ever, that the Conference should, not, or could not, attempt

to revise or modify the Treaty text but only seek to clarify the Treaty

provisions and perhaps to obtain firmer commitments for their implementation.

Many delegations stressed the view that the success of the Conference would

be decisive for the future of the NPT as an effective international instru-

ment.

CTWFZones

The idea of an expert study under CCD auspices of the question of UWF

zones was supported by all speakers, including India. Despite some initial

divergence of views on the size and composition of the expert group and on

the manner in which to invite countries to provide experts, a consensus

was reached without undue delay on a group of 21 experts, 16 of whom were

members of the CCD. It was further agreed that invitations to those not

members of the CCD would be extended by the Secretary-General and that the

group would begin its work in Geneva, on 7 April and submit its report no

later than 7 August. Many of the speakers, most notably Mexico, held that

the group should have little difficulty establishing some basic principles,

criteria and perhaps even guidelines for the establishment of zones in

various regions, based on the principles of the Treaty of Tlatelolco, the

HPT and the ideas put forward by various delegations in the General Assembly

and the CCD. However, the U.S. and a number of its allies, although

expressing confidence that the group could prepare a useful report, stressed

the difficulties of establishing principles that could be adopted to the

widely varying needs of various regions of the world.



The expert group held its first series of meetings from "J to W

April under its elected Chairman, Professor Keijo Korhonen of Finland,

and decided on a draft outline of its report.

Peaceful Nuclear Explosions

The need for a study of the arms control implications of PITS's by

the CCD, in addition to technical studies "by the IAEA, was also recog-

nized fay most speakers. A number of delegations referred to the 1971

Indian test explosion as an illustration of this need, but India denied

repeatedly that its action, strictly for peaceful purposes, had in any

way increased the danger of nuclear weapon proliferation and rejected the

concept that the development of explosions for peaceful purposes chould

be the monopoly of a fevr Powers. Most delegations a.greed that a solution

to the problem should be urgently sought within the frame:rork of Article V

of the ¥PT, beginning at the upcoming UPT Review Conference. They further

agreed that the CCD study should be carried out at the Committee's summer

session, vihen the results of the FPT Review Conference, of the IA3A study

on the same subject, and perhaps of the US-USSR bilateral talks on PNE's

would, be avilable.

India, however, stressed the view that the PTTE question could be

solved only in the context of a solution to the CTB question. Several

other delegations, including Hungary, recognized the close interrelationship

between the two problems and the need to work out parallel solutions. India,

initially opposed a Japanese proposal to set aside a specific week early in

the CCD summer session for a detailed consideration of the P1TE problem,

both in formal meetings and in informal meetings with experts, but finally

agreed with a consensus that informal meetings would be held, beginning

14 July; on PKTE's within the framework of a CTB.

Convention on environmental warfare

The Soviet initiative on environmental warfare was welcomed "by all

speakers as a desirable effort to achieve a ban on new methods of warfare

before they could come into general use. Many, including all the Socialists

and several non-aligned members, stressed the need for urgent action to

carry out the General Assembly mandate to work out ?Ji agreement as soon as

possible on the basis of the Soviet draft convention. The U.S. and other

Western countries were doubtful, however, about the possibility of taking

any concrete action in the field before extensive expert studies, or



"mapping expeditions", had "been carried out to chart the "unexplored

territory" of such an agreement. The U.K., supported by the Netherlands

and the FRG, posed a number of specific questions that would require

answering before the CCD could take any effective action on the matter,

and they suggested that a meeting of experts might assist in providing

the replies and identifying the real dangers in the field. Some other

members stressed that the Committee would be largely dependent on infor-

mation provided by the U.S. and the USSR, which itfere the only Powers

possessing any real knowledge in this field. The Netherlands and Sweden,

supported by Italy, also emphasized the need to co-ordinate action in the

matter with the UN Environmental Programme (IMS?) and, perhaps, also 1-ri.th

the Conference on Humanitarian Law in Armed Conflicts. Finally, Sweden

formally proposed that the CCD hold an informal meeting, or meetings, on

the matter during the summer session, with the participation of experts.

It was agreed to begin such consideration on 4 August.

Work and procedures of the GCD

Romania, supported by Canada and a number of non-aligned members,

led a determined effort during the session to obtain CCD endorsement of

what they considered to be more orderly work procedures. Pomania submitted

a formal proposal (CCD/450) that the CCD should be convened each year by

the third Tuesday of February, should conclude its work not later than the

last Thursday of August, and should establish, at the beginning of each

session, an appropriate framework (subcommittees and/or working groups)

to ensure proper consideration of the issues dealt with in UN" resolutions

or any other issues requiring such special action. The matter was discussed

informally, for the most part, and it was finally agreed that the proposed

dates would, be adhered, to, unless otherwise decided, and that the organiza-

tion of the Committee's work would be discussed at the beginning of its

first session.
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Conclusions

1. The CCD's future work will be intensified because of its increased

membership, the new items referred to it, and the new initiatives to

change its procedures which appear to have widespread support. This will

result in more meetings, both formal and informal, some with the participa-

tion of experts, which will represent a decided increase in the workload

of the Secretariat.

2. While there was no movement on GW at the session, there is some

hope that the US-USSR initiative may materialize in time to permit progress

at the summer session. The obstacles to progress on CTB, however, do not

appear likely to be overcome this year.

3. Most CCD delegations subscribed to the view that the main effort of

the Review Conference should be to strengthen the HPT, not by .altering

the existing text but by interpreting it and by supplementing it with pro-

posals for a more effective implementation of its various provisions (par-

ticularly Articles II, IV, 7 and VI) so that adherence to it would be more

acceptable to the MWS. These States are also likely to press hard for

more concrete assurances against nuclear attack.

4. The expert study of UWF zones has got off to a good start and there

is no reason to doubt that its report can be submitted to the CCD by the

deadline set in early August. The Committee is expected to discuss the

text of the expert report and, in transmitting it to the 30th General

Assembly, to present its particular views as part of its own report to the

General Assembly.

5. Concerning PNE's, the CCD will probably be able, on the basis of

reports on the subject from the IA3A and the 1TPT Review Conference, to

have a comprehensive discussion on the topic and to prepare a specie,!

report, which will be stibmitted to the General Assembly as a section of its

progress report on the elaboration of a CTB.

6. The Committee will also hold informal meetings with experts on the

new subject of environmental warfare. While such meetings and related

discussions in the Committee will not doubt be useful in clarifying the

issues, it would seem unlikely that the CCD would be able to make much

progress this year on the actual approval of a draft convention.

7. The persistent efforts to standardize CCD procedures and to bring

them more in line with those of Committees directly established by the

General Assembly may presage further moves at the 30th Genera,! Assembly

to transform CCD procedures including the diminution of the special role

of the Co-Chairmen in the Committee.



AM1MSZ I

Position of CCD Members with Regard to Various

Disarmament Measures

(4 March - 10 April 1975)

Message of the Secretary-General to the CCD

The Secretary-General's message "to the CCD was referred to mainly fron

the angle of the consequences of the arms race. Romania quoted the passage

from the statement saying that arms expenditures had reached proportions which

mankind could no longer tolerate, and Poland the passage stating that the

price of failure of disarmament negotiations was too heavy for mankind to

bear. Pakistan called the message "thought-provoking".

Bodies dealing with disarmament

General

Repeatedly, the need for participation of all States in solving

disarmament problems was voiced. Romania considered that the present

search for valid and lasting solutions for the important problems of inter-

national life called for the participation of all States concerned as the

only guarantee that the solution of the problems served the best interests

of all nations. A multilateral negotiating body, such as the CCD could not

act effectively unless it considered the views and interests of all States

in a genuine dialogue and all its members participated equally in all phases

of negotiation.

General Assembly and First Committee

Kany delegations, including ItalT., Ilexico, Morocco., Pakistan,, Romania and

Yugoslavia, referred to the large number of disarmament items before the

29th General Assembly and the record number of resolutions adopted as reflecting

the urgency of the problem and the interest of the world community in disarmament

and in the work of the CCD.

CCD

General

Several delegations referred to the relationship between the United

Nations General Assembly and the CCD. Yugoslavia considered that the

inscription of new items on the. agenda of the CCD not only meant a
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confirmation of its terms of reference by the HI General Assembly, but

also an added responsibility and an obligation to prove its value to

the General Assembly. The U.S. welcomed the new responsibilities entrusted

to the CCD by the General Assembly and Italy and Morocco also noted with

satisfaction the Committee's growing role. Romania, noting that an important

number of General Assembly resolutions had been specifically transmitted

for action to the CCD, held that the purpose of the Secretary-General's

letter transmitting General Assembly resolutions was to call the attention

of the CCD that in organizing and conducting its session it was duty bound

to take into account the will of the General Assembly as reflected in

relevant resolutions. Poland held that the responsibility for the success

or failure of disarmament and other confidence-building efforts was shared

by the CCD with SALT, with the CSCE, and with the Vienna talks on the

reduction of forces in Central Europe, but felt that the CCD had a unique

role to play as the most widely based, multilateral disarmament negotiating

body. With the latest enlargement of its membership and with the benefit

of its recognized expertise in dealing with global rather than regional

issues, the Committee, in fact, bore the primary responsibility for the

cause of disarmament negotiations.

Dissatisfaction with regard to the lack cf progress in the CCD continued

to be expressed. Bulgaria stated that the present state of affairs in the

multilateral negotiations within the Committee's framework left much to be

desired, Mexico considered that the modest multilateral instruments

negotiated directly or indirectly by the CCD were stunted by the failure of

the U.S. and the USSR to comply with a number of their basic provisions,

e.g., Article I of the PTB Treaty and Article VI of the NPT.

Hungary said that in assessing progress on disarmament, tho steps taken

towards the final goal must not be underestimated. The fact that the CCD

had not achieved any new treaty during the nact three years should also not

be a cause for undue discouragement. Disarmament was not an sin in itself,

but all must work to strengthen detente, which had prevented nuclear arms

from being used and encouraged disarmament. Disarmament was an essential

supplement to detente.



Composition

The CCD enlarccnent was -jianimously welcomed on the general ground:;

that the participation of now members would invigorate negotiations and make

them more significant.

Procedures

An extensive debate took place on the question of the CCD procedures.

Without suggesting that CCD members should move toward" the constrictions

of a formal agenda, Canada asked, as a first order of business, fcr a discussion

on procedural aspects of issues transmitted to the CCD by the General Assembly,

including a more orderly organisation of the Committee's work. It expressed

readiness to accept CCD meetings more than twice a work. Pakistan ::aid that

an up-to-date awareness of the negotiations between the co-chairmen,

coupled with the orderly accroach to the CCD'r. work suggested by Canada, should

ensure more rapid progress and the timely preparation of draft reports on various

issues by the Secretariat.

Romania held that despite the new trends evident in international relations,

the CCD always wont on its way in accordance with the patterns established a
do

decade ago. To ignore this fact was to/the CCD a disservice. The CCD

stayed outside the real problems of the arms race and disai-mamcnt. Throughout

its existence participating countries had put forward many proposals and ideas

that could have lifted the negotiations out of the dead end they had reached,

but most of those proposals had not been given the necessary attention. CCD

members never knew for certain whether, when and for how long the CCD would

be convened, after the end of the General Assembly sessions. The Committee

should decide that it had the duty to meet as soon as possible after tho end

of each General Assembly session in order, among other things, to start

consideration of the issues transmitted to it for negotiations. It should also

feel obliged to report on its work to the Grneral Assembly in due time so that

all member States might be properly Informed. Delegates also wished to know

long in advance at least the approximate timetable of CCD work. The presence

of the UN Disarmament Division was much needed in Geneva between CCD sessions.

There was also need for a better information on consultations talcing place in

various capitals and on General Assembly work with respect to issues of Interest

to GCD representatives. Irrespective of the nature, scope or number of requests

received from the General Assembly, the CCD always organized its work In the same

manner. It should establish at the beginning of each new round of negotiations

a framework or structure to ensure that the main issues dealt with. ̂  the Genera]-
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Assembly and found necessary to refer to GCD for concrete action -.:erc riven due

attention. This would help to diversify CGD work and enable it to examine more

to-oics sinultaneously in an organised manner. The procedure followed by the GCD

in the past was partly responsible for the deadlock in which it found itself.

Morocco and Zal're supported the efforts to improve CGD procedure;;, and

the former suggested that the Committee conduct itself in such a way that all

nuclear-weapon States could join it.

Romania submitted specific proposals along these lines in CCD/450. It

stated that they were intended to place the CCD before its responsibility to the

General Assembly and that the basic idea could be summarized in two points:

one, the obligation of the Committee to be convened after each session cf the

UN General. Assembly as early as possible in order to formally as .rune the responsibilities

entrusted to it by that particular session of the General Assembly^ and two, the

obligation for the CCD to take those responsibilities into account in the

organization and the conduct of its work.

£ decision wa^ tal'°n at this session that the CCD would, unless decided
the

otherwise, begin meetings each year on/third Tuesday of February, discuss the

organization of its work at the beginning of the first session, and submit a

report to the General Assembly on the last Thursday of August.

1'Jorld̂  disarmamentconference

The views on a WDC remained unchanged. Iran said it had taken a strong

interest in the "DC, and the Ad Hoc Committee had produced a highly useful

report. Any such Conference must be carefully prepared and have universal

participation. There were differing attitudes towards such a conference and

it would be counter-productive to try to press forward too quickly. A ".'DC

was relevant to the work of the CCD, although their functions were not identical.

Yugoslavia considered that the earliest possible convening of a ".IDC was

of vital, interest to the international community. It believed that such a

conference would provide a powerful incentive for fresh efforts and create

conditions for achieving practical, results in the field of disarmament, and in

the field of nuclear disarmament, in particular.

Bulgaria thought a T.TDC would be a culminating point in the efforts to

facilitate the solution of the main disarmament problems.

The USSR stressed that its proposal on a '..DC was a very important part

of the policy of detente, and urged intensified efforts to convene it. .jsroccg

also hoped the convening of a T.JDC could be accelerated.
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BI-J Convention

Early in the session, the U.S. and the U.JC.t announced their respective

ratifications of the BU Convention, which all other speakerr warmly welcomed.

^̂ -e U»S« also informed the Committee that, in implementation of Article II,

the entire US stockpile of such weapons had already boon destroyed. Cn the

occasion of the entry into force of the Convention, the Chairman of the day

nade a brief announcement of the fact, and thin development was also widely

welcomed. The official statement of the U.X. Government on the occasion of

the Convention's entry into force was issued as a CCD docun-.nt (CCD/̂ 51),

and the U.K. stressed the importance of the Convention as a genuine act of

disarmament. It also noted that it had no ET.T stocks and had adopted internal

legislation against activities prohibited under the Convention^ and it urged

other Parties to mal:e similar confirmations of implementation of the Treaty.

^ie U«S« also referred to its official statement that the Convention war "a

solid contribution to man's freedom from fear".

A number of delegations, including Canada^ 'jbngolia, tho IJ.-'., the IJ.jjj..

and Zaire specifically called for greater adherence to the Convention, and in

particular by CCD members. Jar: an and ;Za"re announced that they were preparing

to ratify.

Sweden, in welcoming the entry into force, note that it considered the

Convention's complaints procedures to be unsatisfactory because they were

subject to a Security Council veto.

Prohibition of CW

General

.lost delegations regretted that there had been little progress towardc

ratifying a C'.J convention. Bulgaria, £anada, Pakistan, Poland and the "J.K_»

hoped that the entry into force of the BT.I Convention and IT.", ratification of

the Geneva Protocol would create propitious circtimstanccc for achievement of a

CT.'J agreement in 1975. Tfongolia thought th.ecc recent development" h.Gd mn.dc it

easier for States to accost a stcr;-by-stsp approach to the problc"1.. Th.c jvp,

rccognis5.ng the obstacles to a comprehensive ban, hoped that r. partial solution

could be found. India also stated that it could accept c. step-by-rrbcp approach

to the problem. Iran held that there was hope for an agrcc-r.cnt because

flexibility had been shown and because the experts who met in 197̂  had

concurred en some points. Zaire requested that priority be given to tho question.
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US-U33R .joint initiative

The USSR held that progress tovards agreement on the "oeialist draft

convention of 1972 had been blochcd by some "Je stern States, but informed the

Committee that the 11.̂ . and the UGS?. had,, in July 197/s-, reaffirmed, their

interest in an effective Ol.T agreement and agreed to consider a Joint initiative

in the COD to achieve, as a first step, a convention dealing -.;ith the most lethal

C'.J agents. It added that steps had nov been taken to implement that agreement.

Bulgaria, IIunr;ary, Poland and -longolia specifically :;clcomed the projected

joint initiative, and Poland welcomed the US'JP. statement that measures had. been

taken to ia.plenent it. Japan also -..-elconcd the latter information, but regretted

that the CCD had heard nothing concrete about the joint initiative. This delay

had the effect of back-pedalling discussions on the G" question, T.:hich had. jurt

started raoving forward. Japan hoped the TOO rovers vould present their

initiative on the basis of the Japanese draft convention, and that other

countries i;culcl give their viev;c. It believed, that Japan deserved, to hear

soon from the U.S. and the U33R about the prospects of the initiative.

~tarnt» the ?uG, Iran, ̂ taly, the I'letherlands, ?aid.stan, Sj:;_e_dcn and

Yugoslavia urged early action by the U.S. and the TJ3m to make their joint

initiative knovn to the Gomnittee. The Netherlands noted that, if progress

uac to be nade on the natter this year, the tv;o rovers rust not delay too long

in this regard.

At the last ncoting of the session, the U.̂ SIj again stated that steps had

been taken to implcricnt the initiative; and the U..̂.. reported that initial

contacts on the subject had be-"-n nade between the feo Governments concerned and

reaffirmed the determination of the U.S. to rnect its conrnitncnts.

Ganada stated that it had noted last year that there appeared to be a

general, if not yet completely unanimous, acceptance of the idea of a CU

treaty which, at least to begin with, might involve agreement to partial

measures. On July 16 it had spoken at length en this aspect in terms cf a

"phased comprehensive agreement" and vjould vclcomo comment from delegations

on this matter.

Verification

The Ui<LS. again stressed that an important element in the examination cf

further restraints en CT.'.r should, continue to be a thorough analysis cf the

verification question in relation to the possible scope of any prohibition.
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Sueden also stressed that It attached particular attention to the verification

clauses of a CTT convention, which should not be modelled on those of the E".,T

Convention, It held that the Japanese draft proposal provided a valuable basis

for negotiations in this respect. (See alec "Japanese draft convention" below)

Italy stressed that the verification problem, both with regard to CTB and

CH, must be faced realistically and pragmatically if all the work already

accomplished on these itens was not to be in vain. The CGI) should organise a

thorough review of all verification methods from their technical aspect" in

order to make the larger issues less intractable. It would be useful In this

connection for the CCD to loiov "hat verification procedures v:erc being applied

to the TTB and to the PIT̂ s within that framework. (For the views of Japan,
see the following section.)

9-Pover draftconvention (CCD/361)
Non~ali^ned_ working -paper (CCD/̂ OO)
Japanes e draf t_jjonvcntion (CCD/420)

The USSR stated that the CCD should do its utmost to intensify eonsidcration

of C~.,r on the basis of the three existing proposals: the Gociallst draft ccnvcntlen,

the Japanese draft convention, and the working paper of 10 non-aligned 3tates.

Hungary specifically supported this vie;-:, while Bulgaria stressed that the CCD

had before it all the necessary elements for considering a G'.I convention, that

the matter had been exhaustively studied by experts and that a "conceptual

breakthrough in favour of a phased approach" had been attained.

ITith particular reference to the Japanese draft convention, Iran noted that

it was interesting, and Paid s tan held that the CCD 01-: ed a debt of gratitude

to Japan for elaborating It. Jan an stated that various comments made by many

delegations on the Japanese draft C;,T convention, particularly in last year's

informal expert meetings, showed that there was a sincere desire for a solution

to the question. Japan also agreed to certain minor modifications In the terms

used In the draft, as specified in document CCD//J.52. It noted, however, that

terms such as "chemical warfare agents" could not be used. In an abstract way,

and that for "rorposcs of defining those agents, it would be us-rful to adopt such

concrete criteria as the "lower threshold" proposal in the Canadian worhing paper

(CCD/414-). Japan also shared the view of the Goviet U"icn and Poland that binary

toxic substances should be Included in a CT.' ban, if possible; but as Gwcdon had

pointed out, a convention without verification procedures would be of no more

value than unilateral declarations. It was necessary to ensure effective means

of verification in order to decide the scope of the convention, and if means

could be found for effectively verifying a ban on binary components, such a ban

•would be possible.
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T.Tith regard to Annex l(B) of its draft, J seen noted that ~wodcn had suggested.

that the Annex should include, in addition to a list of 0 ngonts obligatorily banned,

a list of agents exempted fron the ban, thus indirectly banning the production

of newly developed agents until they were explicitly exempted. Air-ie:: 1(3), it said,

was based on the idea that any initial ban must be secured by effective

verification and that the addition of new agents to the banned list would be

considered by the review conference in the light of the availability of

effective verification measures. Admittedly, the concept might leave new

agents free fron control. Accordingly, the Swedish suggestion of two lists,

with new agents in the "twilight zone" temporarily prohibited, even without

verification measures, deserved full consideration, since it might work as

a moral restraint against the development of new agents and r.orc fully meet

the requirement of a comprehensive ban.

Geneva Protocol of 1925

Most speakers specifically welcomed the recent ratification by the U.,"J.

of the Geneva Protocol of 1925. The U3SH and Ilungary pointed out that all

States with effective CV.r capacities were no:.1 Parties to the Protocol. .Try an

held that the U.C. ratification would ensure the universality of the Protocol

and hoped it would set the conditions for progress towards a complete C".." ban,
(See also "HPT, Article VI" below)

Pjrghabitipn of napalm and other inhumane or indiscriminate T..̂ ec:-::qn_s

Aside from the He therlands T reference to the possible need to coordinate

the COD consideration of environmental warfare with tho Conference on nv

Law in firmed Conflicts (sec the section on "liivircnmc-ntal warfare'^ below),

only one spealccr referred to a ban on napalm and other in!r.r.i£no cr indiscriminat

weapons. Iran favoiircd measures to curb the use of sue]:, weapons.

Comprehensive nuclear test ban ( GTE )

General

All speal:ers addrossod thcmselvor: to the question of CTB, whether dirjctly

or in the context of its close interrelationship with the recent U.'J-U,"£?,

threshold test ban (TTB) or the question of PICs, which in tvrn was closely

related to Az-ticle V of the I-IPT and, consequently, to the ITT P.cvisw Ccrfci-'oncc.
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There continued to be general agreement that the CTB question was one of the

two most important items before the 3 CD, together with C".'. 'jj::ic_q thought it was

natural that E GTE should have the highest priority, as it war: one of the twc

oldest on the agenda of the General Assembly and the one or_ which the greatest

lumber of resolution" had been adopted. Sweden and India stressed that the Gnieral

Assembly had renewed its nandate to the CCD to give the question highest

priority and India regretted that no action on the item had been taken at the

GCD's spring session. 2JiE2̂ 1§Zi§ thought a GTE was the single most inportant

measure before the GOD and certainly the one most conducive to bringing about

an early halt to the nuclear arms race, at leact in its qualitative aspect.

It also held that a CTB -would dcnonstrate that the nuclear Powers might be

serious in wanting to reduce their nuclear arsenals. Sw_cden regretted the lac1.:

of progress towards a CTB despite the wealth of background natcria?. and strGssed

that both the FTB and the I'TPT contained coramitncnta to a GTB. 'rorocco also

regretted that no concrete progress had been r.adc on a GTB despite the nany

resolutions and past CCD work. Sone spealcer.o, including :".v_odon snd Yû g

also expressed the view that the conclusion of a CTB would be one of the no at

effective steps to implementing Article VI of the 11PT (sec ":PT, Article VI" below ]

and to encouraging greater adherence of the ncar-nuclcar-wespcn States tc the non-

proliferation principle .

The USSR reaffirmed its support for a cer, nation of all test everywhere and

by all. Hunf̂ ary stated, that a CTB could not be achieved without the full

participation of all nuclear Powers. Poland held that the negative attitude

of certain nuclear Powers towards the Partial Trr:t Ban Treaty (PTE) and the

HPT was the major obstacle to conclusion of a GTE. Czechoslovakia naintained

that a GTB implied the accession of all States, and particularly the nuclear-

weapon States Powers, to the PTB and to the KPT. ônp;olia oriprcscod the r.:ane

view with regard to the PTB. Morocco, however, held that, while a CTB should be

observed by all nuclear-weapon States, non-participation, by sorie should not

prevent achievement of the desired goal, for which there were comitr.ents in the

PTB and the KPT.

The TJ.S. confirmed that it was firmly corxittcd to an adequately verified

CTB, while the Û K.. referred to the statement in the recent Anglo-Soviet

declaration on the subject of non-proliferation (CCD/.y£) to the effect that the

two governments would seel: and end to all test and, pending such an agrocr.cnt,

would seek agreements limiting the unmber of underground tests to a rJ.ninur.i,

as set forth in the TTB. Canada and Jâ -an stressed the r;reat importance the-?-
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attached to the achievement of a CTB. The latter held that tho failure to

achieve such a ban was the main cause of the lacl: of faith of world, public opinion

in disarmament negotiations and called on the U.3. and the U3.T1 to nal.e a

decision on the natter. It also held, that; once the ".". and the UGfJP. agreed

to such a ban, the international situation would be improved, evor. if ncrv.e

countries refused, to adhere to the agreement. Japan also called the Anglc-'Jovict

declaration (CCD/44-3) e. glimmer of hope in this record. The 7H.G alco considered

a CTB as a decisive step towards Uniting the arms race and strengthening the

non-proliferation regime, and Italy referred to the Anglo-Soviet declaration.

Verification of a GTE

In addition to the indirect reference to the verification problem noted

in the above section ana in the section on the "TTB" below, Bulgaria specifically

held that national moans were fully adequate for a CTB, as confirmed by the TTB

agreement (see "TTB" below) and hoped the U.S. would drop its insistence on

on-site inspections. The UGgg, Mongolia and Poland thought that a CTB verification

based on the approach used in the TTB, which did not require international inspection,

offered a solution to the problem. Iran held that advances in ,-ci:jr:_ologicr.l

technique, as veil as satellite observations, had weahonsd the argument for en-

site inspections of a CTB. ggyjvb reiterated the view that, whatever the

differences on verification, there was no valid reason for delating a GTB. ("'cc

also the view of Ital̂ r under "CW, Verification" above)

International exchange of seismic data

Canada and Jar̂ gji informed, the Committee that they, together with ."wcdcn,

would be neeting in Canada in April 1°75 for further consideration of tho state

of verification technioties. Canada doubtod the need for a nesting of o:cncrts en

the subject during the CCD sunnier session but hoped delegations would subr.iit

papers on any specific developments in this field. Iran thought the neasurcs

to increase verification capabilities already "ro-:oscd by these throe countries

vere impressive.

Relationship of CTB to the NPT and FICa

As indicated in section "CTB, General" above, a nunbcr of countric-s noted

the close relationship between a CTB and the EE'T. Yugoslavia held thrt the

absence of a CTB was a fundanental weahjiess in the non-proliferation r̂ gir.c,

wliich could possibly have serious consequences for that rcgir.ie. 'fonrplia

maintained that achievement of a CTB would be of outstanding importance in-

preventing the proliferation of nuclear weapons, and in ending the arms race.
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As noted above, Gzechos1ovaid,a held that a CTB implied the adherence of all

States to the EFT.

Several delegations, nost notably India and Ihmnarj., hold that there was

a close link between the question of CTB and the I-W2 problcn and that the two

should be solved in parallel (sec also "PlISs" below).

Bilateral threshold test ban (TTE.)
The USSR and the U.S. held that the bilateral UG-UX?. throehold test ban

was an important ste-i towards solution of the GTB problem. The U.G. added

the view that the TTB was a significant constraint on Ur-UGeP nuclear armr, competition.

Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hang^rrgj; and hbnffxlia also specifically welcomed the

TTB as a stop towards GTB of great political, significance.

The U.K., as noted above, referred to the statements in the- recent .'uiglo-

Soviet declaration (CCD/Vi.S) calling for further measures towards a complete

cessation of tests, and it wondered whether the TTB could bo sup lemontod now

by an agreement restricting the number of underground nuclear tcrtr and progreeeively

reducing them, as proposed by the U.K. in 1968. .Gimilarly, Japan urged the- U.:G.

and the U3PR to strive without delay to achieve a GTB on the basis of the TTB.

Granada also expressed interest in learning about further UG-Ue.311 discussions

on the testing issue, and hoped the two Powers would exchange scientific data

on nuclear tests with other interested countries.

The U«S_. described the central tash of the IJe'-il,'.'"'?. negotiations currently

underway in iloscow on the PIC problem unc'cr the TTB as that of ensuring that

nuclear explosions carried out ostensibly for peaceful -.ur^oscs wore not ".sod

to gain weapon-related information in circumvention of agreed limitations en

weapons testing. This question would be particularly crucial with a GTB, since

in the absence of any authorised weapons testing, there would, be a greater

incentive to seel: weapons information in the course of a -T.~'. regrar.r.eo. (:'J •-

also the views of Italv under "C7.J, verification" above}

Pakistan thought the threshold of the TTB "as perhaps toe high in view of

the increased sophistication of verification methods, but saw it ar. a stop in the

right direction and hoped it would be followed by broader agreement to limit

nuclear tests; progress was understandably slow, but things were moving in the

right direction. Iran and Morocco held that the TTB was toe weal: bocra;.so of its
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permissive range and late entry into fores, and urged the two Powers concerned

to persevere towards a more effective ban. Yugoslavia said it failed to sec

hoy the TTB, even if it limited at some future date the number as veil as the

size of nuclear weapon tests, could mean a significant constraint on the nuclear

arms competition between the two major nuclear Powers.

Mexico, held that the following fundamental information vith regard to the TTB

was essential to the CCD in carrying out its work and should therefore be supplied

by the U.S. and the USSR: (l) Why was it not possible to agree in the TTB to a

precise time-table for the total cessation of all nuclear-weapon tests, which

Mr. Brezhnev had stated in June 1974 that the USSR was ready to set? (2) Why wan

the threshold for the prohibition of tests set at 150 kilotons, vhen all sxpcrts

agreed that tests of over 20 kilotons could bs detected and pinpointed, and even

this threshold should be considerably reduced as a result of the date exchange

agreed upon in the Treaty? (3) Why was the date for entry into force of the

Treaty set so late (31 March 1976)? (4) Would the two signatory Powers submit

information on the number of tests carried out since the signature of the Treaty

to show compliance with the Treaty provisions limiting testing to a mininurr.?

and (5) How much time would the two Powers still require to negotiate a total

cessation of underground nuclear-weapon tests?

Partial Test Ban Treaty (FTB)

In discussing the CTB problem, a number of delegations referred directly

or indirectly to the PTB. In addition to those mentioned in the proceeding sections,

Mongolia took note of the statement by the Government of France concerning

the cessation of tests in the atmosphere and urgently called on the leaders of

China to cease the testing of nuclear weapons in the atmosphere. Actions by

certain Powers in violation of the provisions and principles of widely recognised

international instruments created obstacles to the adoption of further effective

measures in the field of disarmament. Similarly, Bulgaria and Morocco welcomed the

discontinuance by France of all nuclear tests in the atmosphere, and the former

wondered whether this would influence China. Bulgaria also called the nuclear Foyers

which were not parties to the PTB to accede to it as soon as possible. Japan

also appealed to any country attempting to conduct atmospheric nuclear weapon

tests to desist from such tests, and urged the NWS which were not parties to

the PTB to accede to it as soon as possible. Yugoslavia regretted that since the

signing of the PTB, nuclear weapon testing had proceeded at a faster pace than

prior to the signing of the Treaty.
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Peaceful nuclear explosions

General

The subject of peaceful nuclear explosions (PNEs) was touched upon by

virtually all speakers in the debate, frequently either in the context of CTB

(see above) or of the Ifon-Proliferation Treaty (see section on MPT below)*

The USSR stressed the importance of the arms control aspect." of FKCs,

noting that the FNE question was linked to the problem of cessation of nuclear

tests and was assuming increasing significance because of the elaboration of

practical steps to implement Article V of the II? T. The question of the utility

of such tests was still the subject of research, and as the research progressed,

net; opportunities would open up for Increased International co-operation In the

field.

The U.S. held that a number of uncertainties about the feasibility and

practicability of PHEs had yet to be resolved and that the une of FI\Gs was a

highly complicated matter both politically and legally. The arms control

implications of PH3s had two aspects: (l) implications for the development

and testing of nuclear weapons by nuclear-weapon States and. (?) implications

for the spread of nuclear weapon capabilities among NIT! IS. It would bo impossible

for NF/IS to develop a nuclear explosive device for peaceful purpose:; without In

the process acquiring a device that could be used as a nuclear weapon. The

critical point was not whether one could accept the stated intentions of any

country, but whether a world in which many States had the capability to carry

out nuclear explosions - and in which all therefore feared the nuclear weapons

capability of others - would not be vastly less secure than a world that had

successfully contained the spread of nuclear explosive technology.

Sweden also noted that the question of PNEs was related to the GTB problem

and had attracted renewed attention In the past year for obvious reasons. Rapid

expansion of peaceful nuclear power programmes Increased the danger of nuclear

explosions, as noted by the USSR. Present International regulation of the FNE

technology was Insufficient, since the KPT had only partially full-filled its

aims and since the IAEA safeguards could not physically prevent the diversion of

fissile materials to nuclear-explosive*uses. Sweden had already put forward come

possible solutions at the General Assembly and intended to tales up the matter

again at the MPT Review Conference.

Iran held that PNEs must be placed under the most stringent international

procedures along the lines of those established by the IA3A. The relationship

between a CTB and PNEs was a delicate one, but Iran believed that such

explosions need not be detrimental to a CTB if subjected to strict international

observations.



Japan stated that, last year, the world had become acutely conscious

of the danger of nuclear proliferation as a result of many nuclear tests,

including that of India. The peaceful uses of nuclear energy was rapidly

adding to the potential danger. The Secretary-General of "he- TTnited Nations-

had pointed out the danger in the introduction to his last annual report and

the General Assembly had recognised it in adopting by an overwhelming margin

a resolution calling on the CCD to include a section on the subject in its

report on the CTB question.

In a similar view, Pakistan asserted that the restraint placed on nuclear

proliferation by the HPT had been breached by the explosion of a nuclear

device by India. India's profession of peaceful intent was tc be welcomed,

but it could hardly be maintained that the danger of nuclear proliferation

thereby ceased to exist. Since the technology of peaceful devices and

weapon tests were the same, the proliferation danger resulted directly from

any nuclear explosion by a State not recognized as nuclear by the N?T. The

fact that India had found it necessary to declare its peaceful intent proved

the point. It should, accordingly, be possible to reach a consensus that expressions

of peaceful intent by any country should be institutionalized to provide the

requisite safeguards. In the absence of such a consensus, the road would remain

open to a wider nuclear proliferation, spurred by the resultant uncertainty.

In this connexion, Pakistan welcomed the joint Anglo-Soviet declaration on

non-proliferation, CCD/̂ 8. (See also "JIPT"; below.)

India maintained, on the other hand, that the fashionable argument that

India alone was responsible for the danger of nuclear-weapon proliferation

was not valid, and that no country should be punished for doing what others

were permitted to do. In direct reply to 1'akistan, India again insisted that

there was no objective evidence to shew that the Indian PI'TIH had added to the

danger of proliferation of nuclear weapons. To treat India's explosion on the

same level as weapon tests was merely to divert attention from the all important

task of preventing the nuclear arms race. The Indian PE~L was for peaceful

purposes only.

Pakistan replied that it had not argued that the danger of nuclear

rpoliferation resulted solely from the Indian explosion, only that this

explosion had brought the existing danger into sharper focus. Pakistan

wished to discourage any country from proceeding in the direction of nuclear

proliferation, and noted with satisfaction the assurance given by India.
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CCD study of PHEs

Most speakers specifically supported the idea of a COD study of the arris

control aspects of PNEs. The USSR stressed the importance of the arms control

aspects of PNEs and hoped the CGD study would be fruitful. Mongolia held that

the CCD should prepare a report which would facilitate the elaboration of

an appropriate international agreement providing for measures which would

enable non-nuclear-weapon States to take advantage of the benefits of peaceful

nuclear explosions and would at the sane tin* be designed to eliminate the danger

of proliferation of nuclear weapons as a consequence of such explosions. It

hoped that the US-U3SI. negotiations concerning this problem would contribute

to the elaborations of such an international regime. Bulgaria believed, that

consideration of the arms control implications of ?NEs was significant

because such consideration might serve to promote the achievement of a OTB and

the strengthening of the KPT. The fact that the technology for "PNEs was the

same as that for nuclear weapons highlighted the complexity of the problems

involved. The tasks of the CCD would be facilitated, however, by the IAEA

examination of PNEs, by the action taken at the NTT Review Conference and by

the results of the current US-USSR negotiations en the special- agreement on

PlJEs envisaged in the TTB. Poland noted that the KPT was the major source of

international law concerning FNEs. Hungary held that the ".IT;] problem should be

worked out in parallel with efforts to achieve a CTB.

The U.S., expressed the general views on the arms implications of FNEs

noted in the preceding section, while the U.^ noted that, together with the

FRG, Japan and Thailand, it had proposed an IAEA discussion of the aspects of

PNEs. Canada stated that it had favoured the CCD study as a possible means

of making progress towards a CTB. The ?RG also strongly supported the stmy,

partially because the feasibility of PNEs had not yet been established. It

stressed the view that countries with special experience in the field must

lead the way to a PNE regime acceptable to all, using the HPT Article V

as a starting point. Italy also thought there was some aspects of the PNE

question which required study, but noted that the question would be widely

discussed at the KPT Review Conference. Similarly, Japan thought the CCD should

examine at the earliest opportunity the modalities of considering the question,

later talcing into consideration the results of the study by the IAEA and the

KPT Review Conference. Through such considerations, some satisfactory

international regime should be found to enable I-JF-JS to share the benefits of

nuclear explosions without any danger of proliferation.
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Iran called attention to the fact that both the HFT and the TTB called for

agreement on FIJSs. It hoped the CCD would be informed of the results of the

US-USSR negotiations on the subject in the framework of the TTB. "ork on

PITSs should be actively pursued in order to advance efforts towards a CTB.

The IAEA report on the subject would facilitate the CCD's discussion.

Sweden said it would assist in any possible way in the CCD study.

Canada, Bulgaria, C z echo si o vaki, a, the FRG, Morocco, the Netherlands,

Sweden and the U.jl̂  specifically favoured detailed consideration of the natter

at the CCD's summer session, when the Committee would have the benefit of the

results of the KPT Review Conference, the views of the IA~A and perhaps some

information on the progress of the US-USE?, discussions on PITT];: in the framework

of the TTB.

In the light of this prevailing view and widespread suggestions for a

more orderly approach to the work of the. CCD, Japan formally proposed that one

week of the CCD sunnier session, perhaps the third or fourth wool:, bo fully

devoted to consideration of the question of the arris control aspects of

PNEs at both formal meetings and informal meetings with experts. India.

however, objected to the Japanese proposal on the general grounds that

operative paragraph 3 of General Assembly resolution 3261 D stated that the

CCD study of PIEs should be carried, out in the framework of its elaboration

of the CTB and that paragraph 7 of Resolution 3257 requested the CCD to give

the highest priority to the conclusion of a CTB. India would have no objection

to a meeting of experts on CTB and to setting aside a wor.k or two for consideration

of a CTB, with consideration of PNEs in that context. Jar:an expressed surprise

that India would object to a study of PNEs requested by the G neral Acser.bly

resolution, as this would provide an opportunity for India to present its views

on the matter and to give other countries the benefit of India's expertise.

However, Japan welcomed the Indian idea that a period, might be sot aside for

consideration of a CTB, with a consideration of FlTHs in that context, and

thought this suggestion offered the basis for agreement in Vre matter. Î Lnally,

agreement was reached that the CCD would convene informal rv.etings beginning

14- July, on FUSs within the framework of a CTB.

Nuclear disarmament

General

Virtually all speakers stressed the general importance ef nuclear

disarmament. Homani_a held that nuclear proliferation and war could not be

averted without it, and. that it should therefore be given asbolutc priority.

India opposed all action to shift the CCD focus from its highest priority

task of nuclear disarmament. Mexico maintained that the modest incidental
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measures adopted during the last decade should not be used ar_: a smokescreen

to conceal a steady and stealthy growth in nuclear-weapon stockpiles that

were already more than sufficient to destroy most of the earth and make it

uninhabitable. These excessive nuclear arsenals had twice brought the vorld

to the brink of world-vide nuclear conflict. Both the TJ5 Secretary of "'tato

and the Foreign Minister of the Soviet Union had stressed the need for

restraints on the nuclear arms race. The OGD should cxort pressure to ensure

that these laudable words were bached by deeds. The question of limitation of

strategic nuclear-weapons systems fell clearly within the SCO's purview.

Sweden also deplored the lad: of progress in curbing the armr race and urged

the U.S. and the USSR to load the way towards reel disarmament; vhilc Iran

noted that the threat of nuclear war vac imdimlnishcd. Bulj;arjla held, that

the total elimination of the nuclear threat presupposed the constructive

efforts and cooperation of all nuclear-weapon rovers., as veil as of non-

nuclear-weapon States.

Stratep:ic__jrns_ LiEitation Talks (SALT)

Vladivostok agreement

Most comments with regard to the SALT centered on the significance

of the 1974. Vladivostok agreement on the limitation of strategic nuclear arris.

The U_.£u_ described the general terras of the agreement and held that it was

a breakthrough going far beyond the scope of the 1972 Interim Agreement on the

same subject. For the first time, the U.S. maintained, each side's force planning

could be based on firm parameters, without fear and uncertainty. Moreover,

the arms ceilings established would provide a solid foundation for negotiating

future arms reductions. The U.S. was confident that a final1, agreement could be

concluded in 1975 and that negotiation on further reductions could follow soon

thereafter. Italy also welcomed the Vladivostok agreement as evidence of the

continuing detente and as a step forward, which could later be made more

effective.

The USSR referred, to the agreement as an important achievement of the .".'ALT,

which in turn was an important part of detente. Bulgaria,, the GD?:, Mongolia and

Poland also specifically welcomed the Vladivostok understanding and hoped a final

agreement on it would be reached this year. Bulgaria said the agreement had

rightfully been characterized as a breakthrough in the efforts to curb the

nuclear arms race. Mongolia called it an important adjunct to previous measures

taken by the U.S. and the USSR pursuant to the provisions of 1TPT Article VI.

The USSR also included it among the acts contributing to fulfilment of this

Article. (See also "MPT, Article VI")
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Jagan also held that the sotting of an aggregate coiling in the agreement

was highly significant., and both Jajcan and. Pakistan considering the high

ceilings set better than no ceilings at all. Pal-is tan hoped, however, that

the ceilings finally net would 'orove to be meaningful and. not simply a programme

for authorized expansion. Ja^an noted the statement of the President of the

U.S. on 2 December 197/V that further reductions coiild be negotiated en the

basis of the Vladivostok agreenent. The ITethcrlands thought the overall

ceiling could form, a solid, base for further negotiations to reduce it, but held

that the ceiling on ^EERVs should, be lowered immediately as it was abcvc the level

of current deployment both in the U.K. and the USSR, set no restrictions en

technological, development, and could accordingly lead to higher military

expenditures.

Iran held that the high ceiling set under the Treaty created general

anxiety and urged the two nuclear Powers to redouble their effort:: to lower

them. Sweden regretted that the agreenent permitted further arris increases

and put no curbs en qu.alitiative development. It concluded that the

agreement would seen to nake meaningful disarmament measures in the field

unlikely for sone time. It appreciated, however, the U.S. indication that

negotiations to reduce the ceiling would begin in the not too distant future.

Zaire hoped the SALT negotiations would produce results, and Morocco welcomed

the US-USSR bilateral efforts.

Mexico called on the U.S. and the USSR to supply the SSD with basic

information on the Vladivostok agreement in accordance with the wise tradition

that appeared to have been established, particularly since the agrocncnt was

the subject of conflicting interpretations in the press. It would be

helpful for the CCD to know: (l) the planned duration of the treaty which might

emerge from the agreement; (2) what the permitted ceilings would be on

offensive nuclear weapons in various categories and en the number of multrolo

independent re-entry vehicles (!ILRVs); (3) whether the cci?.ings set would actually

be higher than actual, present weapon numbers and whether ther;-. would be no

qaulitative restrictions at allj (4-) whether the Treaty would result in

substantive increases in the military budgets and. arsenals of the two signatories;

(5) whether or not these two Powers concerned intended, along with negotiation

of the treaty, to seek agreement on quantitative reductions and qualitative

restrictions on the nuclear weapon system; (6) when the treaty being drafted

on the basis cf the Vladivostok agreement would be completed; and (?) whether

the text of the treaty would be transmitted to the SSD at that time. The U'~

had given some partial answers to these questions, which were appreciated.

All information should show willingness of the twc Powers to take r.oriously the

urgent appeals of the General Anncmbly to accelerate the - ace of the SALT.
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Cut-off of production of fissile material for vca'con iTarposes^
transfer of'__s:tp_cl-:s_ t ou peaceful purposes

The Netherlands thought that the application of IAT.A r.afcguards to the

peaceful nuclear activities of the nuclear-weapon States vould facilitate

agreement on a cut-off of production of fissile materials for --capons

purposes and the transfer of stocks to peaceful purposes.

Nucloar-̂ ap̂ oji-free zones (IT.JFZ)

General

A nunbsr of speakers, including Bulgaria, I!ungs.ry,, Iî an and Yugoslavia,

held that the creation of nuclear-v.'eapon-frec zones in various "arts of the -world

could enhance the security of the parties to such nones and reduce the danger of

nuclear var in the areas. Bulgaria, the FP.G, iTunp̂ ary,, iran, .''• nrolji a and the

Netherlands specifically stressed the vie"..1 that the creation of such sone-;

vould strengthen the non-proliferation reginc and the FiT. Ihingary thought

such action would also have the benefit of extending detente beyond Europe,

while Pakistan thought the creation of any such zones vas a rtep to;;ards nuclear

disarmament and GOD. The UCCJ^ stressed its positive approach to the creation of

such soncs and the fact that it had supported all resolutions in th? General

Assembly pertaining to their creation, except one.- It also noted that it '.-as

understood that nuclear-veapon States vould undertake net to use nuclear •.:ea'"ons

in the regions --iherc such zones vere established, liCZli noted its constant

support for such aones in jlfrica, Latin .'mc-rica, and most'recently thn ]'liclc:.le

Bast, and stressed the rirht of members of snnen te -ire n-ie1egi'> ere~--r~r fovf -j •..Jt,'

peacefnJ. rrurposea. j_Iorqc_c_g also held, that ir..T7̂ , observec. by all •'•tate::, could

strengthen the security of the M1..';"! and welcomed the attention given to the

OAU Declaration on the Denuclearisation of Africa and tho inf-tiativos fer 17T"

in the Mddle -last and South Asia. In setting up ne:.1 sen;::, the Tlatclolco

Treaty couJd serve as an exataple. ;ie:rlco held that the fact that one third

of the disarmament resolutions of the General As.-.orr.bly deaT.t --;ith t]ic creation

of NWF aonec indicated that the non-nuclear^-vjea-oon "tatcs, in tl:c face ~f the

failure of the U.S. and the US.T̂ . to talcc effective nuclear diGarmcr.ent rieEsnrcs,

vero seeking to extend the areas of soncs '..'here nuc?.crj? -.-eerons "ore v-.-ohibited

until the territory of the nuclear rovers ;:oulci constitute sor.:-;t:\ir_g in the

nature of a quarantined area.
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Several V:. a tern Countries, however, Including tlio U._irA and the U.J1.,

the FgG, and the Netherlands, stressed, the difficulties that ::ould be

encountered. in elaborating1 IF/JFZ agreements. The FRG also held, that nonbership

in such zones should not be a substitute for adherence to the !1PT or ac an

excuse for not applying the I'IPT's provisions.

India held, that the following considerations should be. net by !T'.;?Z:

(a) they should increase the security of the region as a ;:hole; (b) there

should be prior consultation and. agreement anong interested, countries en

features of the zone; and (c) the freedom of peaceful uses of nuclear -.mcrgy,

including FITSn, mist be guaranteed.. It also noted that ncr.bcrship of .'.tatcs

of the region in military alliances could prejudice the creation of such a 2 one

in the region. rigynt also listed several- principles underlying the creation

of such zones, which it had. already presented in the 29th General Ar.scnbly, and

Morocco noted the sarae principles.

Tlatelolco Treaty

Iran was heartened by the example of the Treaty of Tlatcloclo.

Sfiyot also noted its constant support of the Treaty. (H:' alsc Morocco's

views in the preceding section and. Mexico's view in the section "i'jrpert study

under CCD auspices".)

NVJ? zone in the !-5.ddle 3ast

Iran reiterated, its support for a !2.dcilc 2rst IT..r?Z, stressing that

an essential part of such an agrecr.icnt vould be c. plndgc by tlie nuclear Powers

to respect the sonc and never to use or threaten to use nuclear "capons against

any party to the agreement. Spgrct; also noted its aponsorrhip of the U1T

resolution calling for the creation of a F.TFZ in this area.

K-TF zone in jjfrica andL __3outh ._J?-i_s.

Iran stated, specifically thr.t it :;ould. support efforts to irplcr.cn t tlie

Delcaration on the Denuclearisation of /Trie a and the devolopr.cnt of proposals

for a EJF zone in Touth Asia, gr̂ vpl: noted its support of the 1964 OA~J Declaration

on the creation of a IT.,T?Z in /Trie a. Zaire a]. so sirr orted the idea of a de-

nuclearization of Africa. (See the views of Morocco in "NIJFZ, General" above)

FJF gone in the Balkans

Bulgaria noted that it had suggested, the idea of creating ir.."7 zones

in various parts of the v;orld, including the Ba].h.ans, and. :•: el copied the '.'-evict

proposal for a ;.'ithdra'.;al of nuclear-amed ships fron the I-feditcrranean.

F.JF zone in Csntral ̂

PolaM regretted that its initiative concerning the denuclearisation

of Central Hurooe had not been acted upon.
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Expert .study under GGD auspices

All delegations participated actively in the discussion en the

question of establishing an ad hoc group of qualified governmental experts to

study the question of nu.clear-u capon-free zones in all its aspects, in accordance

with General Assembly resolution 3261 F (XXIX). -'O.I supported the idea and

believed the group should be established as soon as possible -:o that it could

submit its comprehensive stud;/ by August at the latest, but there -.;erc initial

differences of ODinion on hov: the group should be selected and hcv: it vould

function "under CGD auspices".

Mexico held specifically that (l) the exports should be selected, by

the U1T Secretary-General in consultation v.'ith the GCD on the basis of CCD

viei-;s derived fron exchanges cf vievs among GCD member:; at informal meetings,

and (2) the groin of experts should have cor.plcte freedom, of action in its

york in consultation uith the GCD at informal nestings, in particular -with

regard to the conclusions and recommendations in its report. Similarly,

Romania stressed that COD should not reopen and revise questions i-'hich had

already been decided by the General Assembly. The GCD had boon ashed to offer

its auspices to the ad hoc group, in order to study the question of IT. 17 zcncs

and, later on, to transr.it the study to the General Assembly. Thorn vas no

doubt that the various aspects of the framework in vhich the ad hoc group should

conduct its i-jork had either been decided upon by the General Assembly or they

I'.'ould be given nore precision by the group itself. Th: putonor^r of the group

had. already been decided uoon by the General Assembly, since the Co~r.u.tt-:c

had only been requested to provide its auspices to it. The c^cn character cf the

group to "the interested governr-icnts" '.:as also a settled question. There ^:ere

other aspects of the sane nature ;;hich should also be taken into accorjit. Canada

raised a nuraber of questions concerning the nost desirable -ise of the grou-,

its meeting programme, the guidance to be given it and the role of the JGD in

the final report, i.e. whether the GGD vould merely transmit the report or have

the responsibility to make comments upon it.

Most vieus on the matter vjere erqircssod in consultations and informal-

meetings, however, and a consensus i:as finally agreed upon, ceJ.lin" for a

group of 21 members, consisting of 16 from the COD (Bulgaria,.Czechoslovakia,
E£7P"kj Indiaj Iran, Japan, I-Iexico, Uigcria, ?a!:istan, I1 .land, ?.oncp_ia, ':-,:~dcn,

USSR, U.K., U.S., and Zaire) and 5 others (Australia, Belgium, Acuadcr, Finland,

and Ghana) and requesting the Svcretary-Gencral to invite the five government;:

not members of the GCD to provide c:c~crtr to "artici-atv in the r;rc-v., -.:hich -,;DVJ_CJ

begin its task in Geneva on 7 April and siibmit its compr.:.hon::iv: stuoy nc latsr

than 7 August, 1975.
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At the final, meeting, both the Uj._S_. and the 3̂T. v-.loomed the ccnecnsu-

on the establishment of the carport grou:, and the U.S. o::pr--"scd confidence thai

the group could prepare a report that would ^i-ovc useful.

agrocd that the group should try to draw up some basic criteria, or possibly

guidelines, for the establishment of IT.JFZ in various parts of the world. To

assist the group in its worh, Canada and Poland suggested that the "ecretariat

prepare a factual history of past proposals for the creation of such zones.

Bulgaria, jfcxico,., rahis;ban and roland felt that it should be possible for the

grou"; to la;- down certain general principle" and guideline,-; for the establish: wr.t

of such a sonc. L]";~̂ 't and Ijorocco cT.co noted general pr^inciplee -nc.erl;/inf; the

creation of such sonce. (:'eo "IT.JFZj General" above)

!J3:dLtc_o thought nuch roneral criteria corj.d be based on the o~r_orience

Cained in elaborating the Treaty of Tlatelolco. It held that rrs.cli soner;

could coiTiprise not only entire recpraphical regions, but a].so ;-;roupr of ':tate,~

not ncccssaril7 contiguous., or even a single :: t̂atc. .'crv: ;jeneral criteria

for the Getting up of regional -one::, perhaps aleo ap_licabne to oth-.r rtonos,

could be the follo-.jinr: (l) the appropriate procedure for the creation of

such a sonc vas the conclusion of a multilateral treat" or conV',-r.tion, rjnd not

sinply the adoption of declarations and resolutions as in the case of the

.African region; (2) In case of a divergence of vieus anon; ''"tates of th.e region,

the unity of the region should bo enstwed through th~ ado-.ticn of a fo'.-r.iiLla of

the general type used in the Treaty of Tlatelolco (̂ ticlc /•, and 2") v:hich,

without iriposins the Treaty en any ''tate against its will, vculd at the sar.ic

tiac prevent any State frora enjoying a hind of veto preventing the entry into

force of the treaty for those States milling to accept all its obligations

forthwith; (3) the scope of the treaty, its obligations and its torn.- nust be

precisely defined; (/;.) an effective treaty verification systcr. -.:as ess.rnticJ1-

comprlslng, as a ninî iî .j the full application of IJUL1 safeguards to aT.l nuclear

activities of the parties anc', preferably, ad.ditiona]_ regional procedures;

(5) apart from special clauses dealing vith ~1I:J, which vo-.-J.d req-irs the r.pccipl

attention of the crrpcrts, the treaty should include general "*ulorJ? such as the

one in the Treaty of Tlatelolco guaranteeing the rights of the parties to use

nuclear energy for peaceful purposes; (6) In drafting the regional treaty,

the provisions of the I-1PT guaranteeing the right of groups of States to fern

regional groups should be hept in mind, and this invalidated any claim that

the conclusion of such a treaty could in any vay be nadc conditional upon the

States of the aone becoming parties to the 1TPT; (?) in cases -.'here certain

territories within a sonc were the responsibility of States outsico the zone,
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a sol-ation night bo found in a multilateral commitment similar to that of Protocol

I of the Treaty of Tlatclolco, ana Protocol II of that Treat;- shoulcL Do used as

a model for establishing tlic obligations of nuclear-weapon .".'tateE to respect

the treat;* in ell respects and not to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons

against any party to it; (8) the "over to cicciac when a !T.,T..? zone conies into

existence should reside exclusively in the General Assembly, whoso decisions

should be final regardless of the effects nuch a zone right have on the so-

called "strategic balance": (9) the treaty should contain basic facts of

special relevance, such as the danger of nuclear arms and the fact that a

HIIF zone was not an end in itself but a step towards GOD; and (10) as a

first step towards the creation of a I3T..T zone, an ad hoc preparatory.' group

should be established. Mexico hoped these suggestions would be useful to the

3CD expert group.

Bulgaria held that such agreements nust contain the comritment of all

nuclear-weapon States to forego the use of nuclear weapons against the non-

nuclear-weapon :"Jtato-" in the zone and. the related obligations to prevent

the deployment and transport of nuclear weapons in the none. Poland and Bulgaria

both stressed that basic ideas could be found in the NTT. ?:land recognised,

however, that many conflicting interests would have to be considered in creating

such zones, and several '.Western countries stressed the difficulties more strongly.

'̂ ie H;JJL expressed the view that it would be unrealistic to crrpect the

everts to reach agreement on requirements for IF.'FZ arrangencnts that coulci

be applied universally. 0:~e useful purpose of the study night be to identify

issues where standardized provisions could be feasible and others where they

would not. The U.Î . also thought it would be difficult to identify definite

criteria or guidelines for the establishment of such zonesj it would be difficult,

in particular, to recognise in such zones any arrangement permitting the

development of nuclear explosive devices for peaceful purpose:;. ^rngda^cnd the

FUG also believed it would prove difficult for the expert:; to determine firm

criteria, since approaches to the v;roblen varied. .h-?cden a].so referred to the

need for clarification of the cornlc:-: problems involved. ĵ̂ £.} however,

believed that general criteria could be formulated despite the comple:d.tics

of the subject".

Pallia tan expressed the view that "rcgrscc towards any conrctc v.ro :o,":cls for

the creation of IT/JFr, should proceed in parallel with the export study,

lending substance and direction to the study.
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Non-Frolifcration Trjsaty

General

As Indicator! in the above surnarics cf discussions on the OTB and l~!-!"s,

virtually all spoahers stressed the increasing danger of nuclear proliforation

and the urgent need to find a solution to tho danger T,:hich vould not hanpor the;

•use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes.

In addition to the views outlined above and uith r.ioro direct reference to

the 1TPT, the U-.2*. stated that the nost pressing current dinarr.iEr.cnt issue

concerned non-proliferation and related nuclear issues. A broad and detorrinod

international!, effort uas need to strengthen the non-proliforation rogino. Tho

U.S. was urgently considering v.'hat courser, cf action vould contribute r>.ost

effectively to achieving a noro universal, reliable systen of safeguards against

diversion of nuclear rp.atcrals and tecrjiolo^y to "dlita:̂  p^rpcr:er3. It "as alr.c

considcrin.r; -/hat vould. be the nost prorisinp r/beps to incroaro the political and

econonic incentives -jhich could lead a country to f orcro the nv.clcar ccrplor.ion

option. The ILĴ  ar;i'C.?d that nuclear non-proliferation an:"1

urgent subjects before the '..'orld corr.imity. It added that

the danger of vertical as veil as horisontal proliferation. The ?1G alr.:c strcsrod

the necessity of strengthening the non-proliferation regir.c, cf T'hich. th.o IPT
T.]as the nain pillar. ItaiZ also stressed the need for a thorough study of the

rili: question. Jar;an declared its intention to cooperat-. pcsitivcly -.:ith any

International efforts to prevent nuclear proliferation.

The U";T.l stated that the Treat- had created favourabl- c^rditions for I-'-:

contribute fi.rrthor to thJLo end. .'Suppliers should p^rcvidc nucloar ;:atcrial,

capaipnent and cooperation only ujider effective TA""A safegu.ards. Ths ir.cr-.-r.sing

use of nuclear po".:cr increased the potential danger of r.ucl T.r •.-roi'ifcration,

;:hich could bo avoided only thrcugh internatienal ccn--oratiou in strraig-'.;":suing

the I-IPT rcgine and "lahing the Treaty imivcrsal. "IT.^ar-n'.iclr.ar" ".tatos -.:hics.

•.rore talring stcr s to •T.tify the IITT should. o:r;c-dits the p:.-oocs~; th.e ncn-adhcrc-nce

cf these States T.-;as a najor dravbacl: to l^ipler.entation of the treaty. 71:o

strengthening of the IIP'T should be a natter of highest possible priority in t!:e

CGD.

Poland believed that the significance of the Treaty ::ar b-c-..-jid to incroar'o

substantially in the years ahead, as the use of nuclcar-gsn r",?.t~d - o - - ~ r incrcasoa.

The HPT could co_.c -;it]i tiat precarious situation, p-rcvidod it T;as reinforced

by the widest possible adherence: te it, cspcciaJ.ly by the "threshold" ccuntrie-e.

Toland hoped th.at the ITPT ?.cvic'.: Conference uould stinulr.t . "litica." d:cisiens

towards such adherence. BuJLraria a.ls.: thought the so?.r.tien of ••.reventi:ir- the.
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basis of thc strengthening of the rIPT and its universal acceptance. Thc IT_"T

remained the most important instrument in thc area of disarmanont and the

realization of its. objectives constituted an essential condition for T.:c:-.'ld stability

and security. IfoSŜ iiS held "̂ at thc I1FT constituted thc basis of the ncn-

proliforation regime, vhilc Hiuigjgy also thought thc Treat;'- strengthened the

non-proliferation regime and increased •.:orld security.

IJbrqcco stated that tine ::as ::orking against the 1HT and that vigilance

against nuclear proliferation must be increased. It added that thc IT.'"' '..'hie:;

-.:ere not signatories to the Treaty must set the example for -insuring piace and

international security.

rahistan expressed the vie;? that there :.'as nothing discriminatory in the IPT

seeking to put a limit on thc number of countries capable of producing nuclear

weapons. The concept that countries other than those uhich vcrc already IT"..',"'•

should forogo such prod-action and that thc F.-'fJ should, first control their c:d. sting

production capacity and. then put an end to it :;as i;orthy of support, even though

it still fell short of full implementation.

Ratification

Japan stated that a safeguards agreement betvccn thc !AhU and Japan had.

been approved on 5 I-Iarch. Aft or mailing other necessary arrangvmontcj Japan

intended to take the measures required for ratification of the TFT as soon as

possible.

The Netherlands noted that it had formally approved, the IPT in the summer

of 1974 ŝ -d hoped all members vhich had not yet deposited their ratification

instruments i;ould be able to do so soon. Similarly, thc ?7:G noted that its

status at the Re vie:.' Conference i;ould depend on the progress made by its. T/JJTLVTCCI

partners in the ratification process.

Mongolia, also stressing the increasing danger of nuclear prcliforation,

expressed concern that a fairly considerable number of ncar-nuc.Var "tates

still remained outside the HFT. Their immediate accession to the r!TT var:

in the vital interests of the peoples of those countries, and of all mankind.

(3ec also the vie;-;s of Belgium, goljand;, anci the UOTJg in the preceding section)
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Joint ikiglo-Soviet declaration
The g'.K.». and the n§§£ submitted, as a document CCD/V,3, the ts::t of tlie

joint Anglo-Soviet declaration of July 1974- on the subject of the non-

proliferation of nuclear veaeons. ~.Tith regard to non-proliferation, the declaration

reaffirmed the groat importance vhich the tv.'o hovers attached to the 'ITT ar.cl

their resolve to continue to vor1: together to broaden international cooperation

in the peaceful uses of atonic energy under effective I:2L". safeguard:::

expressed the hope that all suppliers of nuclear materials and equipment -.:oulci

observe such safeguards; stressed a common concern that all nuclear materials •

should be carefully protected at all tir.cn and that adequate safety measures

should be applied IT" all countries to radioactive master:- and noted th-": ir.pcrtar.c~

of the KPT Review Conference.

The U.Î  noted that, vith the IIPT ?.-vicv: Conference in rind, the t-.:o lover.:

had reaffirned thoir intention to do cverjthinr; pocniblo to ntr-ngthen tho

Treaty. Hun/̂ ar",, ::jgn̂ olia and Poland specific ally '.•elcor.'xl the c.-clare.tion,

and Mongolia laid particular stress on tho importance of its safeguards aspects,

'.iliich it held T.:ere in accordance vitli Article III of the K.;'T. Ital;)
r also noted

the declaration favourably, but inost notably its references to the TTE and CTB.

Review Conference

A mraber of delegations presented detailed vievs en possible deliberations

at the IIPT Hevie;j Conference, as already indicated in the section of "IT's"

and "KPT, General" above.

The U.S_._ held that the P.-viei: Conference -..'ould provide a IiigMy important

opportunity to strengthen and extend control ever the spread of nuclear v~a"ons

and their technology. The Conference shouJ.d do nuch iioro than to assure that

the purpose of the Treaty and its preanble '..'ore being roalincd. "Proliferation

coul.d bo ^'revented onl3r trr creating a sensible and flexible ••~rocccs of r.ianarornent

in international politics, covering the search for nuclear r'isamprient, saf "guards

and other measures to prevent the diversion of peaceful nuclear rxiter.̂ .̂;; to

nilitary purposes, including above all guarantees for the security of all

States, and in particular of TUTUS. In addition, the Conference must consider

the reasons vhy sonc States hesitated to accede to the ITPT, and in particular

further develop the Treaty rcgine to enable States Parties to share r.ere fully

in the benefits of nuclear energy. It nust also call for the widest por:s?.blc

adherence to the Treaty.
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T^0 Netherlands maintained that, since the I3.-T Tlcvic:; "cnfcrencc vac only

a nonth a:; ay, the CCD should discuss ideas for strengthening the non-proliferation

policy. The grovth of peaceful nuclear industry required improved safeguard

techniques. The nuclear materials safety system of national govormontr; could.

also be strengthened, by I.VSA measures. In trie connection, th~ Netherlands

supported the TJ3 suggestion for an international convention or. the -_ hyrical

protection of nuclear materials, and vclcorned the vievs of the U.". cud the TJ.3.T.

on the subject in their joint declaration. 1TPT oafeguards should bo applied to

the entire fuel cycle of importing countries: vhich vcro not pai-ti-." to the Treaty.

The Review Conference co-jld not *.-.'orl: out all the details of ir.v;.rovcr.iont" to the

Treat;'-, but it cou?-d •--rovide broad guidelines for the use of nuclear suppliers

on how to strengthen the non-proliforation policy. The ITcthculand.:; al.ro 'loped

the USSR votild accept I/GA safeguards on its peaceful nucloar> activities and

considered as a hopeful sirn the fact that the I!C."\. h.ad been a.~h:.cl to develop

safeguards for a Soviet-type reactor. "Jith r.̂ pard to /a.-ticlo IV, the IT';t;iorlands

van readr to coTocratc constructivclr on assistance to 1711".", eŝ cci.̂ -.1.-- tlie c.evelc--inrtj j. f y — t — •—

States. If PIOs ucre v.'orthvhilc, an international, rerino r.r.ist be established,

as envisage in .Article V. If such a refine *.:as established nfte"1 ccneideraticn

of all the as"-octs of the question, including arius control ir.r.licstior.s, sue!:,

a regime should be applied universally, '."1th regard to Irticlo 1̂7., th.C' pro::.lrcd

progress to'>.'ards ar̂ .s control vas too slou and the Vlacivorto": aprecnont en

strategic weapons i;as insufficient. The IfT uas a dynar.:ic hind of brcaty,

seeking to reduce the chances of nuclear conflict and giviup the nuclear To*-err,

s. breathing spoil to ucr1: out arns control and. disarr.iar.icnt agr'.cr.cnt- . There

rovers had no divine right to ".ossess nuclear '..'oâ onr. and nuclear cr-rplcsivc

devices uhile others had no such right, and they mist shov r.oaningfuJ. r3.7-u.lts

in their disarmament negotiations before 1980 at the latest.

The FRG stressed the iiiportance of strengthening the I'TT, th.e r.iain -.r.llar

of the non-proliferation regime.

It urged, however, that tliis be dono, net "IT- :;rr.hing to nodifp- the; Treaty tc;-:t

but by nal:ing clear the advantages of adhering to it.

In addition to its vievs outlin-d under "General." above, the- U1T1 attachoc.

great importance to the KPT Ho vie:-: Conference, rhich it bolicvod shoiLlci increase

the effectiveness of Treaty's implementation and thereby strengthen the IE-T

regime. (Sec sections bolov on the various ."irticlcs of th.? HPT and " "ecvirity

Guarantecs" for further vievs of the UJ3R.)



Poland also believed that the prinary and ultinate goal °? ̂-"̂

Conference should "bo the strengthening of tlio Treaty by pror:oting i''~

universality and enhancing its effectiveness. There should be no

its revision or any such action ar, would inevitably result in weakening one' unc.cr-

mining it. Tho CCD should discourage of forte at diagnosing alleged • •oahnos" :c

of the Treaty. .Cirilarly, Bulraria, Gze c: 10 G 1 ppTak_ia, the Gin, n̂gjrri; and ĵ£ng£li£

held, the general vie:.1 that the exclusive tar.]: of the TV vie:: Cnnforonco was to

strengthen the IIPT and to sooh noro effective neans of ii'T'lor.icntinr; it.

Yugoslavia thought the Rcvic'.-: Conference uoulc!. provide an c::p?rtv.rJ.ty to

asscsc the effects i.:hich ;-:orld rroble^io had on the ITT and t].c entire non-

proliferation reginc. The Ccnfcrcnco vac called u'oon to o:;rrrr".no th v o:;tont to
T...'hich tho Parties to the KPT had. fulfilled their cor.T.iitr.cntrj a^nricd rncie::- the

Treaty and to aclo^t rlocisicns to render the Treaty nors viable and norc cVu-ablo.

In order to ensure the survival cf the Treaty? it .̂-oul.d be nceo:.;::ary for the

nuclear Powers to provide concrete evidence that the non-proliforation regime

\ias based, upon a true balance of mutual responsibilities and. obligation:: between

the nuclear and. non-nuclear rovers and to demonstrate that they -..'ore in fact

detcrrtmod to live up to their obligations under tho PTB and tho ITT. The jVrviev

Conference vas the beginning of a -TOCGSS '.:hich had corr.oncod even before tho

adoption of the ITPT end vhich v.'oulcl last as long as thr.re :;ac a noocl to ascertain

whether its provisions wore being realised. It vould bo liiratr.d in coo".- bocaur.o

the Treaty itself vas not universal.

.̂:cd_gn held that if the P.-. vie-; Conference -:as to be ,-uccor.sfu]. in as re;: sing

tho present status of the NFT, th.c nuclea=?-:-.'eapon States rmft r.hov th.r.t they tooh

seriously their obligation under Article VI. It also held, that the CCD -/ould ::av:;

to play an important role in the follov-up to t!:o Conference.

Pakistan hoped th.at, in light of the ITPT ilevic;: Conference, noro

countries -.;culd accede to tho Treaty despite the vcahncescs of the nen-".roliforation

regirie. Pakistan a.lso believed tho Confcrenco should seriously consider the

qiiestion of strengthening the security guarantees to HI?.,1''' as urgocl in "JIT "'.csolution

3261 G (xJilZ), since the. guarantees offered by the KPT and. "ecurity Council

Resolution 25:" vere inadequate. Failure to provide adeauato and crodib].e guarantors

in this regard without delay would be dctriricntal to the 1!?T.

_--fcr_occo also thought tho Rcvic:; Confcrenco should so::'1: to induce all Gtatos

to adhere to the Treaty, and, in so doing, rust try to ir.iplcnont J'rticlc IV

effectively.



Jan an thought the UPT Revie;: Conference vas the suitable fcrixr. for uiscussin;;

the question cf strengthening th~ security of Kf.J,"'. against the use of nuclear

weapons, as called for in UN Resolution 3261 C (XU;[). It believed the 2L?:1

would be strengthened by neasurcc in this regard going boycrp "ocurity Council

resolution 255 of 1968.

(Sec also the views under various KPT Articles ana " -ocurity Guarantees"

below)

Article III

In addition to the view on Articlr- III surnariscd in the above rcction on

"Peaccf-'jl ITiiclear Hcplor.ionc", "1I?T Rcvic-,; Gonfercnco", and "Joint ;ji[;lo-

Soviet Declaration"., virtuall;- all delegates -trocseu. tho -.u-̂ cnt nocd for a

more rigid i:orld safeguards ŝ stcn. Kun̂ ar:" noteo. vith interect that the

U,3. ana the USSR T,jere diccussing a possible solution of the HJD problem in

accordance i-;ith the provision of Article III of the I1FT, and it Joined others

i-.'ho had expressed their ao-reciation of the T,'.'or!: of the IAMA in the cafegUFrd:.;

field. Iran noted that it vas sechini; to er-rpand its peaceful nuclear cner^-

progranme and that all peaceful projects would be subject to Î r.A safeguard::.

Ifbalj held that the 11?T Rcvicu Conference nunt zz-± to ctvcnfthjn saforuards

against diversion in accordance :;ith t>.c principle cf oquaT. acccs: to peacofvJ.

uses and equal, control for all*

Article IV

In addition to the vievis siî Eaarised under ".1?T, Rcvie:: Conf ercnc:,:I abcvc,

Czechoslovakia, r?unr"ar̂ ; and Iran specificallj urged that Article IV of the -!7T

be ap lied as broadly as possible, particularly v:ith regard to dcvclc^.ing ccuntri:

The latter urged the nuclear rovers to nahe a substantive contribution to!-;arĴ

such an expansion of activity in the peaceful uses field, rba"1.̂  a?.ro nctc.d fi-at

the I'IPT ?.. vie-,1 Conference nust ta!:e action to guarantee tho benefit,- cf pcaccful

uses to all. (See glso the previous paragraph)

Article V

In addition to tho viovs sunnariscd under "Peaceful !!vclear 7]:?-,leci-:nE;'

and "KPT Reviev: Conference'', above, Hungary; noted that nany States, and in

particular tho "near-nuclear" States}
 T.;ere insisting on a solution of the T-roblcr.i

of PHEs and held that such a solution should bo found in accordance uith Article

V of the IJPT, as there vas a direct con ection bctvccn the problen and tr.o
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*

expansion of the 1IPT regine. Although the rarest hopes for the practical uses

of PICs held a few years ar;o had. not been realized, such user could be possible

after certain technical "roblens vcre solved. Tho EFT "eeviev Conference offered

an opportunity to find a solution. Italy noted that Liany aspects of PPTs

required study at the ITPT Hevicv Conference and in' the COD. Italy had.

earlier suggested that tho I-JV3 invite experts of !TIT.,*G to observe actual PITCs

on the spot.

The UCCT noted, that the IAT.A docunentr prepared for the ITT. ?. vie:-;

Conference shoved that the Apency had carried out considerable preparatory

study of the possibility of ixinlcncntin̂  Article V. and that such solutions

could be a useful basis for a solution of the problem. The IA7.A van tho

qualified body to carry out the functions to be assigned under the /'rticle to

"an appropriate international body". Tho U33P also noted that tho '•'. '.-IT'Tr.

talks on the TTB wore linked to Article V of the ITPT.

Article VI

lu addition to the vievs sunmariscd imder "I-IPT P.evio'.: Conference" above,

Yugoslavia held that it vas justified to csrecct the nuclear Pc-.-r.-r- to coueit

themselves at tho T~viev Conference to reduce significantly their nuclear.- vs-apon

arsenals and to stop nuclear vea~on testing by a specific date. Iran thou.;;ht

that tho most effective and immediate vay to strengthen tho ITT vouM be for

the nuclear Povers to fulfil their obligations under Article VI. It also noted

that the creation of nucl-sar-vca-.on-fres sonos could str-enpthsn the IfPT, as did

Hungary and 'lon̂ olia. I.-on^olia also hold, that tho TJ'"'-UC'JP aprce:::ent on r.ucl- or

ar:nc at \1adivcsto1: -:as pn inportmt addition to previous, ry.asuros taken by the

tv.'o Fovers pursuant to TTPT Article VI. P.o_nania held tha.t the danger of nuclear

proliferation and nuclear var coiO.d. not be 'eliminated vithout effective neasurcs

leading to the elimination of veapons. Ipdi-a expressed, tho vl--: that the nuclear

arms prolifera'cJon '..'ould continue s-̂  Ion;; as the nuclear vea^on .'..'tates did not

undertake r.casuros of nuclear disarr.ar.iont. Iluclear proliferation covld net bo

stopped .sir.:ply by controlling PIIC technoloc;', and nuclear-vcauon test alone

T.'ere relevant to nuclear proliferation. India objected to the. ITT becau.se it shifted

the focus of attention frora nuclear disarmament.

their !TPT obligations as conscientiously as did the !Tir.T "tatos Parrti'.v.

At the final meeting, the ITjCR stressed that a nur.bor of vte_ s l:ad rlready

been taken to ir.rpler.ont Article \1, including the conc?.usion of t]-:e "'oa-^-d

Treaty, the 1972-7̂ . C.xLT aprcor-onts^ pn-"_ the UC-U : ~'~! joint efforts in tho field:;

of C7:J and cnvironnentnl varfarc, and the fact that the Geneve. Protocol of 1S.?5

had no-fi becorao universal.



Security nuarantses

In addition to the vie*.:s on the matter "a? Japan and 1; ahistar.j noted

in the section en "Review Conference" above, Ŷ r̂ eElavi.?. state:: that the nuclear

Poucrs should aGsur.c an obligation not to use nuclear vccr-ons, ,?;id not tc

threaten to uce these "capons, tmclcr an" circv̂ ctance:;, c.[;einr"': the r_en~

nuclear vea'eon Stetee Parties tc the 1'IPT. Zcare alco :-trc::r:od the ncecl for

security guarantees and requested the ;T..T .̂ tate to nal:r hno;:n thoir vi'v.:r

on the subject, -iorocco stressed the vicu that the If..',"•• sh.ouJ.d r.eJ:e an

unequivocable coiT.iitnent not to use or threaten tc u::e nuclear weakens

against IM-J3.

In its final sunriarj statenent, the U.}.!? insisted that the !!?Ta torether

with Security Council Resolution 255j enhanced, the securit;- of nJ.l Gtatr.s,

and rccinded the Conmlttce that the resolution nuct be considered in

conjunction i:ith the identical statements on the saferruarc'.in:; of the security ef

the H1UC riade by the TJ:"."P., the U.C. and the II.". at the tine the resolution

was adopted.
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Convention on environmental warfare

In introducing the question of a convention on environmental warfare,

the USSR reiterated some of the views it had put forward at the 29th

General Assembly concerning the great possible danger of the environment

and climate being influenced for military or other hostile purposes. It

noted that its proposed draft convention was now before the CCD and stated

that it would subsequently further explain the provisions of the draft.

Bulgaria, the GDR, Hungary, Mongolia and Poland welcomed the draft conven-

tion and urged high priority CCD attention to the matter, in order to

achieve a ban on new and novel means of warfare of this type before they

could be developed and deployed. Bulgaria and Hungary specifically noted

that such action was not premature or even entirely preventive, since such

weapons had already been used in Viet Fam. Although several of these

delegations noted that the task of xrorking out a ban would be complex a,nd

difficult, they stressed that the Soviet draft convention offered the basis

for a final agreement and that the experience gained by the USSR in elabo-

rating the text of the convention should facilitate CCD deliberations on

the subject.

Egypt enthusiastically supported the Soviet initiative in this matter

and held that the technical complexities of the problem should serve as an

incentive to achieve an urgently needed agreement. It also welcomed the

Soviet intention to further clarify the subject. Iran, Pakistan and Zaire

also specifically welcomed the USSR initiative and draft convention. Morocco

stated that the Soviet draft convention could serve as a basis for CCD dis-

cussion.

Iran also noted the 1974 US-USSR announcement of their intention to

take action in this field. The Netherlands noted, in this latter regard,

that the results of the US-USSR talks in the matter xrould be helpful, or

even essential, to the CCD consideration of the matter.

Sweden agreed that the matter was a new and important one but stressed

the complexity of the questions involved and the need for detailed expert

consideration by the Committee before any substantive results could be

achieved. It also emphasized the need for close co-ordination of the non-

military aspects of the question with the U1T Environment Programme (UHSP).

India also stressed the need for more technical information on the subject

and requested the advanced countries to provide it.
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The U.,5. and its military allies were dubious about the possibility

of early action in the matter. The U.S. remarked that little was known

about the scientific and technological aspects of environmental modifica-

tion and that many of the applications posed for discussion were only

hypothetical. Canada and the U.K. said they supported the Soviet initiative

and the General Assembly call for early action in the matter but noted the

need for the CCD to consider the simensions of the complicated problem which

constituted "unexplored territory". Canada suggested for this purpose a

meeting of governmental experts between the spring and summer sessions of

the CCD, to identify specific areas in which prohibitions and restrictions

might be considered. It held that the CCD, in addition to general informa-

tion on the question, needed expert opinions on what constituted a real

danger to mankind in terms of the UN" resolutions and how those dangers

could be contained in terms of a universally acceptable international

agreement.

The U.K. and the Netherlands supported the idea of such an expert

meeting, but the Netherlands disagreed with the U.K. that some purpose

might be served by the CCD itself first considering what it might realisti-

cally expect to achieve in the matter. The U.K. expressed the view that

the following points must be clarified before much progress could be made:

(l) how to distinguish between acts directly affecting natural phenomena

for purposes of damage and destruction, and those which might have only

the incidental or temporary effect of modifying the environment; (2) how

to clearly define the concept of hostile intent; (3) how to safeguard the

United Nations charter right of individual or collective self-defence;

(4) hox-j to define satisfactorily such presumably undictinguienable terms

as weather modification, climate modification and environmental modification;

(5) how to ensure against environmental modification techniques for military

purposes without hampering peaceful development; and (6) how to provide

adequate verification of an agreement in this field.

The Netherlands agreed that the experts should conduct a "mapping

expedition" to clarify the real dangers in the field. It shared the view

that there were many questions to be answered, including clarification of

an apparent confusion over the alleged danger of creating "windows" in the

ozone layer around the earth. It also emphasized the need for close

co-ordination of the matter with the TJMEP and possibly with the Conference

on International Humanitarian Law in Armed Conflicts, and was supported in

this view by Italy.
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The FRG said it supported efforts to ban the military use of new

techniques but stressed that this would require a careful scientific

approach in order to avoid hampering the development of peaceful uses

of such techniques. The FRG and Italy supported the views of the U.K.

and the Netherlands and awaited further information from the USSR. The

U.S. also agreed with the U.K. that many questions must be carefully

studied at the COD summer session.

With particular regard to the proposal for expert meetings, Mongolia

agreed that an appropriate elucidation of the substance of the question

by qualified experts might contribute to the CCD's consideration of the

matter, but stressed that the CCD should not be carried airey by an excessive

enthusiasm for expert studies to the detriment of the timely implementation

of the General Assembly's mandate to proceed as soon as possible to achieve

a final agreement.

Wear the end of the session, Sweden formally proposed the convening

of an informal expert meeting on the subject during the CCD summer session,

possibly on the basis of the Soviet draft convention. It was decided that

this meeting would take place on 4 August 1975-

The USSR, in its final statement, noted with satisfaction the widespread

interest in its initiative and held that its draft convention and the

clarification to come constituted the required basis for the discussion and

solution of the problem in the CCD.

Non-use of force and prohibition of nuclear weapons

The USSR noted that its proposal on the renunciation of the use of

force and the pursuant prohibition of nuclear weapons was an important part

of the policy of detente.

General and complete disarmament

General

Most delegations, directly or indirectly, expressed regret that dis-

armament progress, despite some progress at the SALT (see also "HPT, Article

VI" above) was too slow. Romania held that nuclear proliferation could not

be stopped without achievement of GCD. India called the achievement of GCD

the main task of the CCD and expressed concern that it had not been discussed

in the Committee for years.
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Bulgaria, Mongolia and the GDR stressed the need of supplementing

political detente with military detente, including steps to curb the arms

race. Bulgaria, the GDR and Iran stressed the importance of partial

confidence-building measures in making progress towards the goal of G-CD.

Zaire, however, regretted that the achievement of partial measure had

not led to substantial progress towards GCD. Poland thought the present

positive development of international affairs offered better chances for

disarmament progress, and Romania, though warning against creating

illusions with regard to detente, also held that the modern world contained

forces capable of creating new currents in international relations. Iran

considered that security and trust were the key factors in the resolution

of the -problem of GCD and noted that the HPT contained a commitment to

GCD.

Disarmament Decade

Japan hoped that the "Midterm Review" of the Disarmament Decade called

for by the General Assembly would highlight the achievements since the

beginning of the Disarmament Decade and problems which should be solved

in the remaining five years. Morocco held that the CCD, at the mid-term

of the Decade, must redouble its efforts to achieve disarmament in the

current propitious atmosphere of continuing detente.

Comprehensive programme for disarmament

On the question of a comprehensive programme for the CCD, Romania

submitted document CCD/449» in which the position of Romania was outlined

on the measures which, in its opinion, had to be adopted without delay to

end the arms race. Romania regarded the measures which it recommended as

part of a coherent programme leading from the simple to the complex, to be

carried out gradually without losing sight of the ultimate goal, the

achievement of general disarmament.

Disarmament and development

The GDR and Romania stressed the view that the vast world expenditures

for armaments were responsible for the present chaotic and dangerous world

situation. Romania referred to the Secretary-General's statement in this

regard (see also the following paragraph).

Reduction of military budgets

Yugoslavia held that staggering world economic difficulties made it

necessary to find ways to reduce military expenditure a,nd for channeling
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funds thus released for accelerated development, particularly in the

developing countries. The USSR noted that its proposal on the reduction

of military budgets was an important part of the policy of detente.

Conventional disarmament

The U.S. once again regretted the fact that curbs on conventional

arms had been discussed only rarely in the CCD in recent yearn, and it

outlined the numerous past US proposals on the subject. Noting recent

progress in regard to conventional arms control in Europe and Latin

America, it urged more activity of this type in other regions. It also

urged a broader approach on developing principles of conduct for the

expanding world arms trade, outlining many factors on which such principles

should be based. These principles should initially rely largely on the

self-restraint of individual states exercised reciprocally and collectively.

Among such principles the following might be included: (a) responsibility

for avoiding arms acquisition that might have destabilising effects in the

region concerned; (b) concern for security of other states in the region;

(c) recognition that the security of States could not be based solely on

the politico-military criteria but must also encompass economic and social

progress; and (d) recognition of the need to limit the export of

conventional arms know-how, along with the export of conventional arms.

Acceptance of such principles, the U.S. held, could have a marked impact

on world competition in conventional arms and constitute a first step to

broader curbs. The U.S hoped other delegations would comment on these

informal suggestions.

Measures of regional disarmament and the arms trade

Peru, noted that the First Conference of the Andean Group on Arras

Limitation held in Lima in December 1974 and attended by Bolivia, Colombia.,

Chile, Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela had adopted the "Declaration of Ayacucho"

under which these countries undertook to foster and support the creation

of a lasting system of peace and international co-operation, and to establish

conditions permitting effective arms control and ending their acquisition

for aggressive warfare, so that all possible resources might be devoted to

the economic and social development of every one of the Latin American

countries. They had also condemned the use of atomic energy for any purpose

but the peaceful service of the progress and well-being of their peoples.
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Peru was making such efforts at a regional level to promote world-wide

disarmament and to frustrate any attempt to spread the arms race to the

Latin American continent and thereby turn it into a market for the war

industry and perpetuate dependence and subordination to other Powers.

The U.S. also spoke on regional disarmament and referred favourably

to the Ayacucho initiative (see "Conventional disarmament", above).

Further demilitarization of the sea-bed

Czechoslovakia held that it would seem appropriate for the CCD to

discuss the problem of the demilitarization of the seabed and ocean floor,

since the time was not far distant when the review conference of the

Sea-Bed Treaty would meet in Geneva. Iran also hoped it would soon be

possible to take further measures towards preventing an arms race on the

sea-bed, as specified in the Sea-Bed Treaty.

European security and reduction of military forces in Europe

On the general subject of European security, Romania held that the

convening of the European Conference and developments during the second

phase of its i-rork had culminated in positive results. The complex situation

in Europe could have serious repercussions for the world as a. whole. The

continued divison of the continent into opposing military and political

blocs perpetuated its insecurity and constituted a serious and permanent

danger to world peace. It was extremely important to .adopt specific

measures of disarmament, particuarly on nuclear weapons, as early as possible,

for they would have immediate effects in Europe. There could be no talk of

relaxation or security in Europe without the withdrawal of foreign troops,

the dismantling of military bases, the adoption of genuine disarmament

measures, elimination of the military blocs, and the establishment of new

relations between States.

Mongolia noted that the idea of collective security was just beginning

to take shape in Europe. The USSR noted that the question of European

security was an important part of the policy of detente. (For other views,

see "Nuclear disarmament—SALT", above.)
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Letter dated 2 April 1975 from the Permanent Re-present at ive of Bulgaria
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I have the honour to transmit to you, in connexion with General Assembly
resolution 3260 (XXIX), the following comments of the Government of the People's
Republic of Bulgaria concerning the main purposes of a World Disarmament Conference;

"The Government of the People's Republic of Bulgaria has had many
occasions to set out its views on the convening of a vorld disarmament
conference. Its position stems from its unchanging policy in support of all
initiatives and efforts, the aim of which'is to realize the purposes and
principles of the United Nations Charter with a view to strengthening further
international peace and security. .The proposal for holding a world
disarmament conference is particularly aimed in this direction.

"The detente in international relations was established as the
predominant trend in international life of recent years. The efforts of the
peoples are centred on broadening this' trend and extending it to cover all
regions of the world. Conditions were created which enabled the political
detente to find concrete manifestations in the field of disarmament by
commencing the implementation of different practical measures towards
disarmament leading to general and complete disarmament. The international
agreements concluded in the field of disarmament, such as the Treaty Banning
Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Atmosphere, in Outer Space and Under Water, I/
the Treaty on the Non-Prolif eration of Nuclear Weapons , 2_/ the Treaty on the
Prohibition of the Emplacement of Nuclear Weapons and Other Weapons of Mass
Destruction on the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor, 3/ the Treaty on Principles
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I/ United Nations,. Treaty Series, vol. kBO, Ho. 696*4, p. 1*3.

2/ General Assembly resolution 2373 (XXII), annex.

3/ General Assembly resolution 2660. (XXV), annex.
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I wish to inform you that the full text of your statement

on the occasion of the entry into force of the BW Convention was

published in Izvestia on 28 March 1975.
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Sec r et ary-General

We have the honour to transmit to you the text of the Joint United Kingdom-
Soviet Declaration on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, signed at the end
of the negotiations held from 13 to 17 February 1975 between the Prime Minister
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Mr. Harold Wilson,
and the General Secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union, Leonid Ilyich Brezhnev.

We request that you circulate the text of this Declaration as a document of
the General Assembly under item 1*3 of the preliminary list of items to be included
in the provisional agenda of the thirtieth regular session of the General Assembly
(General and complete disarmament).

(Signed) Ivor RICHARD
Permanent Representative of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland to the

United Nations

(Signed) Yakov MALIK
Permanent Representative of the
Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics to the United Nations
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ANNEX

Joint United Kingdom-Soviet Declaration on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons

The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics will do all in their power to strengthen international
peace and security, to avert the danger of war, including nuclear war, to end the
arms race and to attain general and complete disarmament under strict and effective
international control. Both sides emphasize the importance and necessity of
serious and urgent efforts directed at preventing the spread of nuclear weapons.
They are convinced that this is in the interests of all mankind.

In this connexion, the United Kingdom and the Soviet Union reaffirm the great
importance of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. I/ The two
sides are resolutely in favour of the strict observance of the Treaty to which the
majority of States are already parties. They are also in favour of the widest
possible adherence to the Treaty.

The two sides, considering that the Non-Proliferation Treaty has created a
favourable framework for broadening international co-operation in the peaceful
uses of atomic energy, will continue to work together for such co-operation in
accordance with the Treaty. They are convinced that further measures could be
undertaken to provide nuclear materials, equipment and information for peaceful
uses in non-nuclear-weapon States. However, such measures should be under
effective safeguards by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and should
not in any way contribute to the spread of nuclear weapons. It is their hope that
all suppliers of nuclear material and equipment will observe the safeguards applied
by IAEA to meet article III of the Non-Proliferation Treaty.

The two sides, conscious of their obligation to ensure that potential benefits
from any peaceful applications of nuclear explosions will be made available
through appropriate international procedures, will continue to co-operate within
the framework of IAEA in this field.

The United Kingdom and the Soviet Union welcome the progress achieved in
recent years in limiting strategic arms and nuclear-weapon tests. The two sides
aim at the discontinuance of all test explosions of nuclear weapons for all time.
In the meantime, till the conclusion of an appropriate international agreement for
this purpose, they will work for agreements limiting the number of underground
nuclear-weapon tests to a minimum.

The two sides share a common concern that nuclear materials should be
carefully protected at all times and that adequate safety measures should be
applied by all countries to radio-active waste.

I/ General Assembly resolution 2373 (XXII), annex.
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The two sides attach great importance to the Conference which is to meet in
Geneva in May 1975 in order to review the operation of the Non-Proliferation
Treaty. They believe that this review should strengthen the effective
implementation of the Treaty; and it will be their joint purpose to make a success
of the Conference.

The United Kingdom and the Soviet Union declare their common intention to
work out means of giving effect to the objectives expressed above. They will
continue to strive with a sense of urgency to further the cause of disarmament at
appropriate international fora, including the United Nations and the Conference
of the Committee on Disarmament.

Moscow, 17 February 1975.

For the United Kingdom of For the Union of Soviet
Great Britain and Northern Socialist Republics

Ireland

(Signed) H. WILSON (Signed) L. BREZHNEV
Prime Minister General Secretary of

CC CPSU
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TO:
A:

U N I T E D N A T I O N S

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

The Secretary-Geni

THROUGH:
S/C D6:

FROM:
DE:

\O M i

N A T I O N S U N I E S

MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

Ul

A.N. Shevchenko, Under-Secretary-General for
Political and Security Council Affairs

|~DATE: 10 March 1975

REFERENCE:

SUBJECT:
OB JET: Review Conference of Non-Pro!iferation Treaty -

Translation of documentation into Chinese

1. The Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) refers in Article XI to the "Chinese,
English, French, Russian and Spanish texts ... which are equally authentic". The
Preparatory Committee for the KPT Review Conference decided, in rule 3$ of the
provisional rules of procedure, that "Chinese, English, French, Russian and
Spanish shall be the official language of the Conference", and in rule 40 that
"Official documents shall be made available in the languages of the Conference".

2. On the basis of the above, the Provisional Secretary-General of the
Conference, Mr. Pastinen, addressed to Mr. Lewandowski a letter dated 11 February
1975 in which he requested that the pre-session documentation of the Review Con-
ference be translated into Chinese. On 25 February, Mr. Lewandowski replied that
the Department of Conference Services was looking into the matter and, on
28 February, he informed Mr. Pastinen that the Chinese Service had reviewedjwith
the Chinese Mission thejprioritiesof work and the conclusion h"a"cr"6een reached

TEaV,uncLer"tne circumstances, the translatio"n~of"^C5e~36~cuments in quest ion~~cbuld
'not blTundertaEen, at J.easf~for the present l;ime. ^

y. " Upon receiving the first letter of Mr. Lewandowski, Mr. Pastinen wrote
to Mr. Corradini, who had acted as Secretary of the Final Session of the Prepara-
tory Committee, stressing the need to have the documents translated into Chinese.
He also suggested that if it were not possible to have all the documents trans-
lated, at least the most important should be translated at this stage.

k. The KPT Review Conference, as you know, is not a United Nations Con-
ference, but the Organization is involved in its organizational aspects. Speci-
fically, the General Assembly, in resolution JlQk A (XXVIIl), requested the
Secretary-General "to render the necessary assistance and to provide such ser-
vices ... as may be required for the review conference and its preparation".

5. There is no need to say that under the matter of translation delicate
political questions are involved. On this aspect of the matter, it is my
intention to report to you orally.
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Dear Kr. Ic\72.ndowskij,

At its current session in Geneva, tho Preparatory Cojrdttee
for tho .Ueviov/ Conference of the Ir.ai'tioy to tho 'i'reaty on the j;on-
Prclifcration of i.'uclear i-:oru:ons has requested that the uoiv-rinrj pppern
prepared at the request of the Corrnittce by the; [j'scretary-'Ĵ ic-rai of
the United l:ationsf tho lAlL'i arid C?A:IAL (r,A;T/rCcXII/2~9) ""- i-3ucd
and circulated as official docuri&nta of tho Eevio*.; Conference before
l|j Karch 1975s subsequent developments to "be included in supplementary
docuiaento.

Tho working papers now exint in Er^lich, I'rcnch, Russian a:od
SpanJ.sh. However^ as it h.y,s "boon decided that Chincr-e aJjd tho cthor
four languages :..7:r»ticr.od above r:hall Le the officir>.l l.r.ri.'/û .̂ os of the
ConforencOj the trannlaticix of tho eirht papers into C.hinaso aricos.
In this connexion, the L.:oi,̂ riin.r3-e Division of the Geneva Office has
informed u.s that the trL..:ialation cuvaiot to done at this evi4s a;r- the
caall Chine s:e section hnrs is fully en;;â ;ed v;ith other px-ior ac3i£n-
moat £3. Tlieroforej I have to an"'.' for j-oiir assiat?jnce to have the
papers translated at Headquarters*

I am sending yon9 vaider soparate cox'er, the ei.fiiit papers in
question^ oo you can "bettor acsess the voli-so of vork to 1&
TrsiiHlation of the four r.apern ty tho K< aecratoriat (iiPi'/I-
and G) Ejid Ô /uiAL (liPT/i;JJ.IU/9) cô ild be started now, as they are final
versions. The three papers by the lAJJJi, on tho other hand, are going
to "be revised, although not extensively.

I RSI clad to cay that for the other four l2.r.,̂ uag-co there ir.
no problcas thanks to the co-operation of yoi;r services. Thir. :aeans
that the eight papers in the Ln^linh, French, Piiujoian -and Jipaaish
versions will be issued hero before the date net l\y the Preparatory
Conaaittee. I hope that the Chin&se translaticjics are also read/ c.t
that times eo tii&t v;e ceui follow the run of ciauitancoua dictributica.

I ani enclosing a provicienrJ. list c.f cccv.:sents of the Con-
ference} ccnprining f if toon docv^r-nts in all. Ac the oifht vorkin^
papers ( IIP J/CGIIF/ 5-12) havo already been dealt vith above, this leaves
seven documents v;hich alco vdll have to bo translated into Chinese,
as well as into the other languages, although not necessarily by

Mr. Bohdan Lewandovcki
Dnder-^ecretary-Gcneral, Department of

Conference Services
Koom 152?B
United Nations
How York

cc: Mr. Shevchenko
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15 torch. Asaltts, tr.-mo IE. t. ion iirco lYc:u:h? "!uosir.ri ;;nd C-p-xui r:l.s vill
"ho tyJjon ca.ro cf }-::;ro5 "i/hilo ;-;'cr the Chl?;-::r-.ci traiiolavlori wo hr,vo the
C&3Q proclca a^ for thy

I shall r-o voiy ss-atciVjL if yc".j. vill inform. :.::j5 at yo^r
earliest oonvariiencej a:: to the projects rr^ardlt'/j the Cliine^G tran
Inticnc.

Yours Binc

•Ill:};a Paatinon
. Provisional Secretary C.;n̂ r
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LIST OP DOCUMENTS

HPT/COHF/1

NPT/CONP/1/Add.l

NPT/CQNF/2

' NPT/COHP/3

NPT/CONFA

NPT/CONF/5

NPT/CONF/6

NPT/COHF/7

NPT/CONF/8

-. •?

NPT/CONF/9

KPT/GOHF/10

NPT/CONF/11

HPT/COHF/12

NPT/COHF/13

i -

NPT/CONF/H

Provisional agenda • '

Annotated agenda ' . ;.

Provisional rules of procedure • .

'" Report of the Preparatory Committee '

Arrangements for meeting the coats of the Conference

Background paper oa basic facts within the fromeuork of
the United Nations in connexion with the realisation

•' of the purposes of Articles I and II of the Treaty on the
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons

Analytical and Technical. Report on the IAEA's Activities
under Article III of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation

• of Nuclear Weapons . .,. ., ......
• . - 'i ' "

Background paper on basic facts within the framework of
the United Nations in connexion with the realization of

• the purposes of Article VI of tho Treaty oa the Non-
Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons

Background paper on the basic facts within the framework of.
of tho United Nations in connexion with the realisation
of tho purposes of the tonth premabiilar paragraph of tho

. Treaty on tho Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Woapons

.OPANAL«s Report on the implementation of the Treaty of
Tlatelolco and some comments and views with recpsct to
Article VII and other related provisions of the Non-
Proliferation Treaty .. • : .. •.'•'.. •

: • • ' ' ' • ' • ' . • '
Background paper oa basic facts within the framework of the
. United Nations in connexion with the realisation of the
purposes of Articles IV and V of the Treaty on tha Non-
Proliferation o f Nuclear Weapons . . . . . .

Background paper on IAEA's Activities under Article IV of
the NPT . :. , : - . ' , ...

• • • - '. . :. = --;V : . ;' '- • ' : ' • ' • • . .. -•• • :
Background paper on IAEA1s Activities under Article V of the KPT

\ . ., . •
Letter dated 18 December 1974 from the Secretory-General of the
United Nations to tho Chairman of the Second Session of tho
Preparatory Committee for the Review Conference of tho Parties
to the Treaty on tho Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Woapons

i
Letter dated 5 February 1975 from the Head of tho Delegation of
Mexico to the Preparatory Committee for the Review Conference
of tho Parties to the Treaty on the Non-Prol'iferation of
Nuclear Weapons addressed to tho Chairman of the Third Sescic.
of the; rropravitovy (Joiranittoo
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25 February 1975

Dear Mr. Pastinen,

I have your letter of 11 February 1975 and the Department of
Conference Services is looking into the question of the translation
into Chinese of the working po,pers and other documents for the
Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on the Non-proli-
feration of lluclear Weapons referred to in your letter. I regret
•that I am not in a position at the moment to say if this work can
be absorbed by the Chinese Service at Headquarters, as we have
prior commitments to service a number of conferences and meetings
to be held avay from Headquarters, such as the Second Cieneral Con-
ference of UNIDO and the Third Conference on the Lav of the Sea,
in addition to heavy demands arising from meetings at Headquarters.
Should we find it possible to do this work, it is highly doubtful
that much of it could be done during the brief period before 15 March,
in view of.the technical nature of soae of the 'papers and of the
difficulties involved in preparing clear copies for reproduction.
We. are nevertheless making a careful study of the workload in Chinese
and I shall write to you again on this matter in the near future.

Yours sincerely,

Bohdan Lewandowski
Ijlnder-Secretary-General for

Conference Services and Special Assignments

Mr. Ilkka Pastinen
Provisional Secretary General
of the Conference

United Nations Office at Geneva
Palais ues Nations
C'f-1 ̂i ] .- - •>•.-• "• 0
Switzerland



28 February 1975

Dear Mr. Pastincn,

Following ny letter of 25 February 1975 I vould like to

inform you that our Cliincoe Service has reviewed vith the

Chinese Mission our vork-prioritieo and that it appears fron

these consultations that the Mission does not specifically re-

quest that the documents referred to in your letter be trans-

lated. In view of our very heavy vorkload find our still United

deans, I hope that you vill also agree that under these cir-

cumstances the translation of these documents naed not "bo

undertaken, at least for the present tine. '

Yours sincerely,

.Bohdan Lewandovski
Under~Secretary-General for

Conference Services and Specio,l Assignments

Mr. Ilkka Fastinen
Provisional Secretary General

of the Conference
United Nations Office at Geneva
Palais des iiations
CH-1211 Geneva 10
Switzerland

BN !>0(JC H
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Press Release SG/SM/2152
DC/816

5 March 1975

MESSAGE OF SECRETARY-GENERAL TO CONFERENCE OF COMMITTEE OH DISARMAMENT

Following is the text of a message by Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim
to the 1975 session of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament* which
opened yesterday, k March, in Geneva. The message was read by Rolf G. Bjornerstedt,
Acting Special Representative of the Secretary-General to the Conference:

I am glad to have this opportunity of placing before you certain matters
which in my judgement are of paramount importance to the maintenance of
international peace, and for which this Conference has a particular responsibility.

The United Nations has been grappling with the complex issues of disarmament
virtually since its inception. Although limited results were achieved, the
fact remains that the proliferation of weapons — more deadly and sophisticated
every year — and the expenditure on armaments have increased to unparallelled
levels. The loss in economic terms can be roughly assessed; that in terms of
human skills, energy, and natural resources is beyond any calculation. We do
know, however, that it is at a level which mankind cannot afford if it is to
reach its objectives of freeing the world from the scourges of hunger, poverty,
illiteracy and disease. And, so long as weapons of destruction are available
on the scale that they are now, the chances of conflict grow and those of
peaceful settlements recede. It is a grim and deeply troubling situation,

Of course, some progress has been made. The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation
of Nuclear Weapons was an important and realistic achievement, but it will only
be effective if it is universally accepted and honoured. I hope that the
forthcoming Review Conference .of the Parties to the Treaty will reaffirm that
objective and it will take positive steps towards strengthening its scope* The
..Biological Weapons Convention, soon to enter into force, is a genuine act of
disarmament, as it provides for the actual destruction of some of the most
fearful weapons ever created. Its value would be very greatly augmented if it
received universal adherence and was the precursor to the elimination of other
weapons of mass destruction. In particular, I hope it will lead to the prohibition
of the production and stockpiling of chemical weapons. The Conference has before
it detailed proposals for this, which I hope will mark a significant step
towards a widely accepted solution. The recent development of binary nerve gases
demonstrates that we must press forward with urgency on this issue.

(more)

* For a communique issued on the meeting, see Press Release DC/315 of 5 March.
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The proliferation of so-called "conventional" weapons -- whose destructive
power far exceeds anything known before in the history of war — tends to be
overshadowed by fears of nuclear, biological and chemical warfare. Terrible
though these are, it should "be noted that many millions of people have been
killed in wars by conventional weapons since 19̂ 5? while far fewer have been
killed "by these weapons of mass destruction. The capacity for modern warfare,
which in the past was possessed by relatively few nations, is now the property
of many. In a situation of eager sellers of arms and willing purchasers, this
is bound to be grievously detrimental to peace, and constitutes a major source
•-of--in stability in the world. The major arms-producing nations are few in number,
but their products spread far across the planet. I cannot conceive how anybody
can regard this without apprehension.

The right for nations to defend themselves is unchallengeable if they feel
imperilled. But there is, in effect, no real difference between "offensive"
and "defensive" weapons. We live under the shadow of the twin curses of intra-
national suspicions, fears and jealousies on the one hand, and the ready
availability of weapons on the other. In the United Rations, committed as it
is to the prevention of the scourge of war, there should be a new dedication
to resolve and eliminate both.

But the greatest and most fearful shadow of all is that of a nuclear
holocaust. A comprehensive test ban on nuclear weapons is a high, and
desperately urgent, priority, and I wish to reiterate the appeal made to the
Conference by the General Assembly to give this matter its closest attention.

. . Of course, the consideration given to nuclear questions in this Conference
must take into account the bilateral talks on the limitations of strategic
nuclear weapons, and the negotiations in the SALT talks ore of critical importance
to real progress. They have proved that some progress can be achieved, and in.
this context the fact that a ceiling will be imposed on the deployment of
strategic nuclear delivery vehicles is a hopeful indication. But a more decisive
and extended breakthrough on the limitation of strategic nuclear weapons is
required if we are to entertain realistic hopes that this shadow can begin to
recede.

But there are other perils before us. Environmental warfare might soon
pass from the realm of imagination to terrifying reality unless preventive action
i*s "taken promptly. The technology might soon exist to trigger earthquakes,
steer hurricanes or release tidal waves. The General Assembly has recently
gone on record in favour of a convention prohibiting the uses of nature as an
instrument of war. I hope that the CCD will pursue the Assembly's initiative,
and proceed as soon as possible to achieve agreement on the text of a convention
to prohibit any action to influence the environment and climate for military
and other purposes incompatible with the maintenance of international security,
human well-being and health.

(more)
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Scientific and technological progress do not guarantee human progress.
It is up to us to ensure that the advances of modern science be eriployed
constructively. In a resolution at its twenty-ninth session, the General
Assembly noted that as a result of the wider dissemination of nuclear technology
and materials, the diversion of nuclear energy from peaceful to military uses
would present a serious danger for world peace and security. The Assembly also
specifically stated that the planning and conducting of peaceful nuclear explo-
sions should be carried out under agreed and non-discriminatory international
arrangements, such as those envisaged in the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation
of Nuclear Weapons, which were designed to help prevent, the proliferation of
nuclear explosive devices and an intensification of the nuclear arms race.

Closely related to the growing concern over the possible spread of nuclear
weapons is the increasing denand, evidenced at the last session of the General
Assembly, for the establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones in various parts of
the world, most notably in the Middle East, South Asia and Africa. As a result
of this growing concern the CCD has specifically been requested by the General
Assembly to organize a comprehensive study of the question of nuclear-weapon-
free zones in all its aspects.

The relationship between the goals of disarmament and development has been
discussed recently in an expert report dealing with the possible reduction of
military budgets. In the context of the current international economic
situation, this discussion is of great importance to many nations, and I hope
that the debates on this matter in the CCD will assist in providing new approaches.

In this regard the twenty-ninth session of the General Assembly stressed
its belief that a world disarmament conference adequately prepared and convened
at an appropriate time could promote the realization of international peace
and disarmament. But, whatever the means, the objective is what matters.
Any method which gives real hope of achieving that objective must be pursued.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, the record reveals that although much has
been achieved, a great deal still needs to be accomplished in the field of
disarmament which is not only desirable but essential for our survival. It
is sometimes said that it may be impossible to reconcile the desirable with
the feasible in the affairs of States. I sincerely believe that in the field
of disarmament we must keep trying to reconcile the positions of all parties
concerned with perseverance, commitment and conviction. Although we have had
many disappointments and only limited successes, we must not give up. The price
of failure is too heavy, and too terrible, for mankind to bear. It is in this
spirit that I extend to all delegates my best wishes for a successful and fruitful
meeting.

,y y y
T( n K
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FOR O P E N I N G MEETING OF CCD TO BE READ OUT BY YOU, REGRET

THE DELAY, REGARDS

MESSAGE BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL TO THE 1375 SESSION OF

THE CONFERENCE OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT, GENEVA,

4 MARCH 1975

MR CHAIRMAN, DISTINGUISHED DELEGATES.

I AM GLAD TO HAVE THIS OPPORTUNITY OF PLACING BEFORE YOU

CERTAIN MATTERS WHICH IN MY JUDGEMENT ARE OF PARAMOUNT

IMPORTANCE TO THE MAINTENANCE OF INTERNATIONAL PEACE, AND

FOR WHICH THIS CONFERENCE HAS A PARTICULAR RESPONSIBILITY,

THE UNITED NATIONS HAS BEEN G R A P P L I N G WITH THE COMPLEX

^^oir^ofTFisAlm^^
ALTHOUGH LIMITED RESULTS WERE ACHIEVED, THE FACT R E M A I N S THAT THE

PROLIFERATION OF WEAPONS - MORE DEADLY AND SOPHISTICATED

EVERY YEAR - AND THE EXPENDITURE ON ARMAMENTS HAVE INCREASED

TO USPARALLELLED LEVELS. THE LOSS IN ECONOMIC TERMS CAN BE



- . / i T M J T E D RESULTS WERE ACHIEVED , THE FACT R E M A I N S THAT THE
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N OF W E A P O N S - MORE DEADLY AMD SOPHISTICATED

F V E R Y YEAR - AND THE E X P E N D I T U R E ON A R M A M E N T S HAVE INCREASED

TO U N P A R A L L E L L E D LEVELS. THE LOSS IN E C O N O M I C TERMS CAN BE

R O U G H L Y ASSESSED SEMICLN THAT IN TERMS OF H U M A N SKILLS,

E N E R G Y , AND NATURAL RESOURCES IS BEYOND ANY C A L C U L A T I O N . WE DO

K N O W , HOWEVER, THAT IT IS AT A LEVEL WHICH M A N K I N D CANNOT

AFFORD IF IT IS TO REACH ITS OBJECTIVES OF FREEING THE WORLD FROM

THE SCOURGES OF HUNGER, POVERTY, ILLITERACY AND DISEASE. A N D ,

SO L O N G AS W E A P O N S OF D E S T R U C T I O N ARE AVAILABLE ON THE SCALE THAT

THEY ARE N O W , THE CHANCES OF CONFLICT GROW AND THOSE OF

PEACEFUL SETTLEMENTS RECEDE. IT IS A G R I M AND DEEPLY

T R O U B L I N G SITUATION*

OF COURSE^ SOME PROGRESS HAS B E E N M A D E . THE TREATY ON THE

NON-PROLIFERATION OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS WAS AN IMPORTANT AND

REALISTIC ACHIEVEMENT, BUT IT WILL O N L Y BE EFFECTIVE IF IT IS

UNIVERSALLY ACCEPTED AND HONOURED. I HOPE THAT THE FORTHCOMING

REVIEW CONFERENCE OF THE PARTIES TO THE T R E A T Y WILL REAFFIRM

THAT OBJECTIVE AND IT WILL TAKE POSITIVE STEPS TOWARDS

STRENGTHENING ITS SCOPE. THE BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS CONVENTION, SOON

TO ENTER INTO FORCE, IS A G E N U I N E ACT OF DISARMAMENT, AS IT

PROVIDES FOR THE ACTUAL DESTRUCTION OF SOME OF THE MOST

FEARFUL WEAPONS EVER CREATED. ITS VALUE WOULD BE VERY GREATLY

AUGMENTED IF IT RECEIVED UNIVERSAL ADHERENCE AND WAS THE

PRECURSOR TO THE ELIMINATION OF OTHER WEAPONS OF MASS

DESTRUCTION. IN PARTICULAR, I HOPE IT WILL LEAD TO THE

PROHIBITION OF THE PRODUCTION AND STOCKPILING OF CHEMICAL

WEAPONS. THE CONFERENCE HAS BEFORE IT DETAILED PROPOSALS FOR

' JKIS, WHICH I HOPE WILL MARK A SIGNIFICANT STEP TOWARDS A WIDELY

ACCEPTED SOLUTION. THE RECENT DEVELOPMENT OF B I N A R Y NERVE

GASES DEMONSTRATES THAT WE MUST PRESS FORWARD WITH URGENTY ON
""•—•to—t
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Q THE P R O L I F E R A T I O N OF SO-CALLED QUOTE C O N V E N T I O N A L U N Q U O T E

' ' WEAPONS- WHOSE DESTRUCTIVE POWER FAR EXCEEDS A N Y T H I N G K N O W N

* BEFORE IN THE HISTORY OF WAR - TENDS TO BE OVERSHADOWED BY

^ FEARS OF NUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL^ AND CHEMICAL W A R F A R E *

TERRIBLE THOUGH THESE ARE, IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT M A N Y

* MILLIONS OF PEOPLE HAVE BEEN KILLED IN WARS BY C O N V E N T I O N A L

% W E A P O N S SINCE 1945, WHILE FAR FEWER HAVE BEEN KILLED BY THESE

W E A P O N S OF MASS-DESTRUCTION* THE CAPACITY FOR MODERN W A R F A R E ,

% WHICH IN THE PAST WAS POSSESSED BY RELATIVELY FEW NATIONS,

IS NOW THE PROPERTY OF M A N Y . IN A SITUATION OF EAGER SELLERS OF

ARMS AND WILLING PURCHASERS, THIS IS BOUND TO BE GREBIOUSLY

% DETRIMENTAL TO PEACE, AND CONSTITUTES A MAJOR SOURCE OF

^ INSTABILITY IN THE WORLD* THE MAJOR A R M S - P R O D U C I N G N A T I O N S ARE
i':'

FEW IN NUMBER, BUT THEIR PRODUCTS SPREAD FAR ACROSS THE PLANET.

* I CANNOT CONCEIVE HOW ANYBODY CAN REGARD THIS WITHOUT

^ APPREHENSION e

m " T H E RIGHT FOR NATIONS. TO DEFEND THEMSELVES is UNCHALLENGEABLE
^ IF THEY FEEL IMPERILLED. BUT THERE IS, IN EFFECT, HO REAL

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN " OFFENSIVE " AND DEFENSIVE" WEAPONS. WE

LtVE UNDER THE SHADOW OF THE T W I N "CURSES OF INTRA-SATIONAL'

^ SUSPICIONS, FEARS AND JEALOUSIES ON THE ONE HAND, AND THE

,READY AVAILABILITY OF WEAPONS ON THE OTHER* IN THE UNITED

* NATIONS, .COMMITTED AS IT IS TO THE PREVENTION OF THE SCOURGE OF

^ WAR, THERE SHOULD BE A NEW DEDICATION TO RESOLVE AND

ELIMINATE BOTH.
«•*

«. BUT THE GREATEST AND MOST FEARFUL SHADOW OF ALL IS THAT OF

A NUCLEAR HOLOCAUST. A COMPREHENSIVE TEST BAM ON NUCLEAR '-

WEAPONS IS A HIGH, AND DESPERATELY USGENT, PRIORITY, AND I

<& WISH TO REITERATE THE APPEAL MADE TO THE CONFERENCE BY THE



COURSE, THE CONSIDERATION G I V E N TO NUCLEAR QUESTIONS IN THIS

r o M J T - R E N C E MUSI TAKE IJiTO ACCOUNT THE BILATERAL TALKS ON THE

L I M I T A T I O N S OF STRATEGIC NUCLEAR WEAPONS, AMD THE N E G O T I A T I O N S

IM THE SALT TALKS ARE OF CRITICAL IMPORTANCE TO REAL PROGRESS*

THEY HAVE PROVED THAT SOME PROGRESS CAM BE ACHIEVED^ AND IN

THIS CONTEXT THE FACT THAT A CEILING .WILL BE IMPOSED ON

THE DEPLOYMENT OF STRATEGIC NUCLEAR DELIVERY VEHICLES IS A.

HOPEFUL I N D I C A T I O N . BUT A MORE DECISIVE AND EXTENDED BREAK-
(- e

T H R O U G H ON THE LIMITATION OF STRATEGIC NUCLEAR DELIVERY

VEHICLES IS A HOPEFUL INDICATION. BUT A MORE DECISIVE AMD

EXTEN DED BREAKTHROUGH ON THE L I M I T A T I O N OF .STRATEGIC NUCLEAR

W E A P O N S IS REQUIRED IF WE ARE TO E N T E R T A I N REALISTIC HOPES

THAT THIS SHADOW CAN BEGIN TO RECEDE•

""" •-. •">

BUT THERE ARE OTHER PERILS BEFORE US. E N V I R O N M E N T A L W A R F A R E .

MIGHT SOON PASS FROM THE REALM OF I M A G I N A T I O N TO TERRIFYING

REALITY UNLESS PREVENTIVE ACTION IS T A K E N PROMPTLY. THE

TECHNOLOGY MIGHT SOON EXIST TO TRIGGER EARTHQUAKES, STEER

H U R R I C A N E S OR RELEASE TITDAL WAVES. THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY ~ ' ' •

HAS RECENTLY GONE OS RECORD IN FAVOUR OF A CONVENTION

PROHIBITING THE USES OF NATURE AS AN INSTRUMENT OF WAR,

I HOPE THAT THE CCD WILL PURSUE THE ASSEMBLY'S INITIATIVE, AND

PROCEED AS SOON AS POSSIBLE TO ACHIEVE AGREEMENT ON THE TEXT OF

A CONVENTION TO PROHIBIT ANY ACTION TO INFLUENCE THE E N V I R O N M E N T

AND CLIMATE FOR MILITARY AND OTHER PURPOSES INCOMPATIBLE WITH

THE M A I N T E N A N C E OF INTERNATIONAL SECURITY, HUMAN WELL-BEING•1
I

I
AND HEALTH.

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS DO NOT GUARANTEE

H U M A N PROGRESS. IT IS UP TO US TO ENSURE THAT THE ADVANCES OF

HOOERS SCIENCE BE EMPLOYED CONSTRUCTIVELY. IN A RESOLUTION AT
,

H S"



OF THE W I D E R D I S S E M I N A T I O N OF NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY

ft ID M A T E R I A L S , THE D I V E R S I O N OF NUCLEAR E N E R G Y FROM

PEACEFUL TO M I L I T A R Y USES WOULD PRESENT A SERIOUS D A N G E R FOR

' W O R L D PEACE AMD SECURITY „ THE ASSEMBLY ALSO SPECIFICALLY

STATED THAT THE P L A N N I N G AND C O N D U C T I N G OF PEACEFUL NUCLEAR

E X P L O S I O N S SHOULD BE CARRIED OUT UNDER AGREED AMD NON-

D I S C R I M I N A T O R Y I N T E R N A T I O N A L A R R A N G E M E N T S , SUCH AS THOSE

E N V I S A G E D IN THE T R E A T Y - O N THE NON-PROLIFERATION OF NUCLEAR

W E A P O N S , W H I C H WERE DESIGNED TO HELP PREVENT THE PROLIFERATION
J OF NUCLEAR EXPLOSIVE DEVICES AND AN INTENSIFICATION OF . '•

31 THE NUCLEAR ARMS RACE. '-. •

* CLOSELY RELATED TO THE GROWING C O N C E R N OVER THE POSSIBLE

$ SPREAD OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS IS THE INCREASING D E M A N D , EVIDENCED

AT THE LAST SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT
§ OF NUCLEAR-WEAPON-FREE ZONES IN VARIOUS PARTS OF THE WORLD,

I MOST NOTABLY IN THE MIDDLE EAST, SOUTH ASIA AND AFRICA»

AS A RESULT OF THIS GROWING CONGERS THE CCED HAS SPECIFICALLY
ft

BEEN REQUESTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO ORGANIZE A

f COMPREHENSIVE STUDY OF THE QUESTION OF NUCLEAR-WEAPON-FREE

ZONES IN ALL ITS ASPECTS* • . . '.
» . ,. . . ;

3 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE GOALS OF DISARMAMENT AND

DEVELOPMENT HAS BEEN DISCUSSED RECENTLY IN AN EXPERT REPORT

DEALING WITH THE POSSIBLE REDUCTION OF MILITARY BUDGETS. I N - T H E

& CONTEXT OF THE CURRENT INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC SITUATION,

THIS DISCUSSION IS OF GREAT IMPORTANCE TO M A N Y NATIONS, AND
Si *

I HOPE THAT THE DEBATES ON THIS MATTER IN THE CCD WILL ASSIST

ft 18 PROVIDING HEW APPROACHES.

>"

®
X» THIS REGARD THE T W E N Y N I N T H SESSION OF THE GENERAL

ft 6SSIKBLY STRESSED ITS BELIEF THAT A WORLD DISARMAMENT



* " c o M F t i j E N C E " A D E Q U A T E L Y PREPARED AND C O N V E N E D "AT A;* A P P H O P R I A T E " — " " "
0 T I M E COLLD PROMOTE THE REALIZATION' OF INTERNATIONAL PEACE

AMD D I S A R M A M E N T . BUT, WHATEVER THE W E A N S , THE OBJECTIVE IS WHAT
<Vttf?

MATTERS* ANY METHOD WHICH GIVES REAL HOPE OF ACHIEVING THAT

^ OBJECTIVE MUST BE PUR SUED »

0

IM CONCLUSION, MR CHAIRMAN, THE RECORD REVEALS THAT

° A L T H O U G H MUCH HAS BEEN ACHIEVED, A GREAT DEAL STILL MEEDS TO BE

,-) ACCOMPLISHED U THE FIELD OF D I S A R M A M E N T WHICH IS NOT O N L Y

DESIRABLE BUT ESSENTIAL FOR OUR SURVIVAL* IT IS SOMETIMES

^ SAID THAT IT NAY BE IMPOSSIBLE TO RECONCILE THE DESIRABLE WITH

0 THE FEASIBLE IM THE AFFAIRS OF STATES. I SINCERELY BELIEVE

THAT IN THE FIELD OF DISARMAMENT WE MUST KEEP TRYING TO

RECONCILE THE POSITIONS OF ALL PARTIES CONCERNED WITH

0 PERSEVERENCE, COMMITMENT AND CONVICTION. ALTHOUGH WE HAVE HAD M A N Y

DISAPPOINTMENTS AND ONLY LIMITED SUCCESSES, WE MUST NOT GIVE UP.

THE PRICE OF FAILURE IS TOO HEAVY, AND TOO TERRIBLE, FOR M A N K I N D

A TO BEAR. IT IS IM THIS SPIRIT THAT I EXTEND TO ALL DELEGATES MY
^gjJF

BEST WISHES FOR A SUCCESSFUL AND FRUITFUL M E E T I N G *

COLL 1155



Draft Message by the Secretary-General to the 1975 Session
of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament, Geneva,
4 March 1975

Mr. Chairman, distinguished delegates.

I regret that my duties in New York prevent me from

addressing you personally today, but I am glad to have this

opportunity of placing before you certain matters which in

my judgement are of paramount importance to the maintenance

of international peace, and for which this Conference has a

particular responsibility.

The United Nations has been grappling with the complex

issues of arms control and disarmament virtually since its

inception. These matters were also, for most of its existence,

dominant in the activities of the League of Nations. The

League, as we know, could not fulfil its purpose, as the

intentions and hopes of the large majority were frustrated

and then destroyed.

One would have thought that this tragic lesson

would not have been lost on succeeding generations, but the

fact is that the proliferation of weapons - more deadly and

sophisticated every year - and the expenditure on armaments
r*

have increased to unparallelled levels. The loss in economic
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terms can be roughly assessed? that in terms of human skills,

energy, and natural resources is beyond any calculation„ We

do know, however, that it is at a level which mankind cannot

afford if it is to reach its objectives of freeing the world

from the scourges of hunger, poverty, illiteracy, and disease.

And, so long as weapons of destruction are available on the

scale that they are now, the chances of conflict grow and those

of peaceful settlements recede. It is a grim, tragic, and

deeply troubling situation.

Of course, some progress has been made. The Treaty on

the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons was an important

and realistic achievement, but it will only be effective if

it is universally accepted and honoured. I hope that the

forthcoming Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty

will reaffirm that objective and •
strengthening

3-t will take positive steps towards its scope. The

Biological Weapons Convention, soon to enter into force, is

a real act of disarmament, as it provides for the actual

destruction of some of the most fearful weapons ever created.

Its value would be very greatly augmented if it received uni-

versal adherence and was the precursor to the elimination of

other weapons of mass destruction. In particular, I hope it

will lead to the prohibition of the production and stockpiling

of chemical weapons. The Conference has before it detailed

proposals for this, which I hope will mark a significant step

towards a widely accepted solution. The recent development
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of binary nerve gases demonstrates that we must press forward

with urgency on this issue.

The proliferation of so-called "conventional" weapons -

whose destructive power far exceeds anything known before in

the history of war - tends to be overshadowed by fears of

nuclear, biological, and chemical warfare. Terrible though

these are, it should be noted that more than twenty million

people have died in wars since 1945, and few were killed by

these mass-destruction weapons. The capacity for modern con-

flict, which in the past was possessed by relatively few

nations, is now the property of many. In a situation of

eager sellers of arms and willing purchasers, this is bound

to be grievously detrimental to peace, and constitutes^ major

source of instability in the world. The major arms-producing

nations are few in number, but their products spread far

across the planet. I cannot conceive how any sensitive and

rational person can regard this without dismay and apprehension,

The right for nations to defend themselves is unchallenge-

able if they feel imperilled. But there is, in effect, no

difference at all between "offensive" and "defensive" weapons.

We live under the shadow of the twin curses of intra-national

suspicions, fears and jealousies on the one hand, and the

ready availability of weapons on the other. In the United
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Nations, - committed as it is to the prevention of the scourge

of war, there should be a new dedication to resolve and eliminate

both.

But the greatest and most fearful shadow of all is that

of a nuclear holocaust, A comprehensive test ban on nuclear

weapons is a high, and desperately urgent,, priority, and I wish

to reiterate the appeal made to the Conference by the General

Assembly to give this matter its closest attention* It could

be achieved? it can be achieved; it must be achieved. And it

must be achieved quickly.

Of course, the consideration given to nuclear questions in this

Conference must take into account the bilateral talks on the

limitations of strategic nuclear weapons, and the negotations
i

in the SALT talks are of critical importance to real progress.

They have proved that some progress can be achieved, and in

this context the fact that a ceiling will be imposed on the

deployment of strategic nuclear delivery vehicles is a hopeful

indication. But a more decisive and extended breakthrough on

the limitation of strategic nuclear weapons is required if

we are to entertain realistic hopes that this shadow can

begin to recede.

But there are other perils before us. The Old Testament

tells us that Joshua commanded the sun to stand still so that

he could win a battle before nightfall. Environmental warfare



might soon pass from the realm of Biblical allegory to terri-

fying reality unless preventive action is taken promptly.

The technology might soon exist to trigger earthquakes, steer

hurricanes, or release tidal waves. The General Assembly has

recently gone on record in favour of a convention prohibiting

the uses of nature as an instrument of war,, I hope that the

CCD will pursue the Assembly's initiative,and proceed as soon

as possible to achieve agreement on the text of a convention

to prohibit any action to influence the environment and climate

for military and other purposes incompatible with the main-

tenance of international security, human well-being and health.

Scientific and technological progress do not guarantee

human progress. It is up to us to ensure that the advances of

modern science be employed constructively. In a resolution at

its twenty-ninth session, the General Assembly noted that as

a result of the wider dissemination of nuclear technology and

materials, the diversion of nuclear energy from peaceful to

military uses would present a serious danger for world peace

and security. The Assembly also specifically stated that the

planning and conducting of peaceful nuclear explosions should

be carried out under agreed and non-discriminatory international

arrangements, such as those envisaged in the Treaty on the

Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, which were designed to
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help prevent the proliferation of nuclear explosive devices

and an intensification of the nuclear arms race.

C3.osely related to the growing concern over the possible

spread of nuclear weapons is the increasing demand, evidenced

at the last session of the General Assembly, for the establish-

ment of nuclear-weapon-free zones in various parts of the world,

most notably in the Middle East, South Asia and Africa. As a

result of this growing concern, the CCD has specifically been

requested by the General Assembly to organize a comprehensive

study of the question of nuclear-weapon-free zones in all its

aspects o

The relationship between the goals of disarmament and

development has been discussed recently in an expert report

dealing with the possible reduction of military budgets. In

the context of the current international economic situation,

this discussion is of considerable importance to many nations,

and I hope that the debates on this matter in the CCD will

assist in providing new approaches. In this regard, the

concept of a World Disarmament Conference,

might serve a purpose in movement towards a safer

world. But, whatever the means, the objective is what matters.

Any method which gives real hope of achieving that objective

must be pursued.
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In conclusion, Mr,, Chairman, the record reveals that

although much has been achieved, a great deal still needs to

be accomplished in the field of disarmament which is not only

desirable but essential for our survival. It is sometimes

said that it may be impossible to reconcile the desirable

with the feasible in the affairs of States„ I deeply believe

that in the field of disarmament we must keep trying to reconcile

the positions of all parties concerned with perseverence,,

commitment, and conviction. Although we have had many dis-

appointments and only limited successes, we must not give up.

The price of failure is too heavy, and too terrible.,for mankind

to bear. It is in this spirit that I extend to all delegates

my heartfelt wishes for a successful and fruitful meeting.
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Message by the Secretary-General to the 1975 Session of

the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament, Geneva,

4 March 1975

Chairman, distinguished delegates.

I am glad to have this opportunity of placing before you

certain matters which in my judgement are of paramount importance

to the maintenance of international peace, and for which

this Conference has a particular responsibility.

United Nations has been grappling with the complex

issues of disarmament virtually since its

inception. Although limited results were achieved, the fact

remains that the proliferation Of weapons - more deadly and

sophisticated every year - and the expenditure on armaments

have increased to unparallelled levels. The loss in economic

terms can be roughly assessed; that in terms of human skills,

energy, and natural resources is beyond any calculation.

We do know, however, that it is at a level which mankind

cannot afford if it is to reach its objectives of freeing

the world from the scourges of hunger, poverty, illiteracy

and disease. And, so long as weapons of destruction are

available on the scale that they are now, the chances of conflict
. Ir*

grow and those of peaceful settlements recede. It is a grim

and deeply troubling situation.



Of course, some progress has been made. The Treaty on

the Non-proliferation of Nuclear Weapons was an important

and realistic achievement, but it will only be effective if

it is universally accepted and honoured. I hope that the

forthcoming Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty

will reaffirm that objective and it will take positive steps

towards strengthening its scope. The Biological Weapons

Convention, soon to enter into force, is a genuine act

of disarmament, as it provides for the actual destruction

of some of the most fearful weapons ever created. Its value

would be very greatly augmented if it received universal

adherence and was the precursor to the elimination of

other weapons of mass destruction. In particular, I hope

it will lead to the prohibition of the production and stockpiling

of chemical weapons. The Conference has before it detailed

proposals for this, which I hope will mark a significant step

towards a widely accepted solution. The recent development

of binary nerve gases demonstrates that we must press forward

with urgency on this issue.

The proliferation of so-called "conventional" weapons -

whose destructive power far exceeds anything known before in

the history of war - tends to be overshadowed by fears of

nuclear, biological,, and chemical warfare. Terrible though

these are, it should be noted that many millions of people

have been killed in wars by conventional weapons since 1945,

while far fewer have been killed by these weapons of mass-

destruction. The capacity for modern warfare, which in the past



was possessed by relatively few nations, is now the property

of many. In a situation of eager sellers of arms and willing

purchasers, this is bound to be grievously detrimental

to peace, and constitutes a major source of instability

in the world. Ihe major arms-producing nations are few

in number, but their products spread far across the planet.

I cannot conceive how anybody can regard this without apprehension.

•Hie right for nations to defend themselves is

unchallengeable if they feel imperilled. But there is,

in effect, no real difference between "offensive" and "defensive"

weapons. We live under the shadow of the twin curses of

intra-national suspicions, fears and jealousies on the one hand,

and the ready availibility of weapons on the other.

In the United Nations, committed as it is to the prevention

of the scourge of war, there should be a new dedication to

resolve and eliminate both.

But the greatest and most fearful shadow of all is

that of a nuclear holocaust. A comprehensive test ban

on nuclear weapons is a high, and desperately urgent, priority,

and I wish to reiterate the appeal made to the Conference

by the General Assembly to give this matter its closest attention.

Of course, the consideration given to nuclear questions
r*

in this Conference must take into account the bilateral talks

on the limitations of strategic nuclear weapons, and the



' negotiations in the SALT talks arc of critical importance to

real progress. lUicy have proved that' some progress can

be achieved, and in this context the fact that a ceiling will

be imposed on the deployment of strategic nuclear .delivery vehicles

is a hopeful indication. But a more decisive and extended

breakthrough on the limitation of strategic nuclear weapons is

required if we are to entertain realistic hopes that this

shadow can begin to recede.

But .there are other perils before us. Environmental warfare

might soon pass from the realm of imagination to terrifying

reality unless preventive action is taken promptly.

Hie technology might soon exist to trigger earthquakes,

steer hurricanes or release tidal waves. OJie General Assembly j

has recently gone on record in favour of a convention prohibiting

the uses of nature as an instrument of war. I hope that the

CCD will pursue the Assembly's initiative, and proceed as soon

as possible to achieve agreement on the text of a convention

to prohibit any action to influence the environment and climate

for military and other purposes incompatible with the maintenance

of international security, human well-being and health.

Scientific and technological progress do not guarantee

human progress. It is up to us to ensure that the advances of

jtodern science be employed constructively. In a resolution at

its,- twenty-ninth session, the General Assembly noted that as

a result of the wider dissemination of nuclear technology and



materials, the diversion of nuclear energy from peaceful to

military uses would present a serious danger for world peace

and security. The Assembly also specifically stated that

tha planning and conducting of peaceful nuclear explosions should

be carried out under agreed and non-discriminatory international

arrangements, such as those envisaged in the Treaty on the

Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, which were designed to

help prevent the proliferation of nuclear explosive devices

"v-.v,-i
:-.:-=---.-.->T3LSr\d;AM intensification of the nuclear arms race.

Closely related to the growing concern over the possible

spread of nuclear weapons is the increasing demand, evidenced

at the last session of the General Assembly, for the establishment

of nuclear-weapon-free zones in various parts of the world,

most notably in the Middle East, South Asia and Africa.

As a result of this growing concer^ the CCD. has specifically

been requested by the General Assembly to organize a comprehensive

study of the question of nuclear-weapon-free zones in all its aspects,

25ie relationship between the goals of disarmament and

development has been discussed recently in an expert report

dealing with the possible reduction of military budgets.

In the context of the current international economic situation,

this discussion is of great importance to many nations,

and I O-.ope that the debates on this matter in the CCD will assist

in providing new approaches.



In this regard the twenty-ninth session of the

General A.-.Terribly stressed its belief that a world disarmament

conference adequately prepared and convened at an appropriate

time could promote the realisation of international peace

and disarmament. But, whatever the means, the objective

is what matters. Any method which gives real hope of

achieving that objective must be pursued.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, the record reveals that

although much has been achieved, a great deal still needs

to be accomplished in the field of disarmament' which is

not only desirable but essential for our survival.

It is sometimes said that it may be impossible to reconcile

the desirable with the feasible in the affairs of States.

I sincerely believe that in the field of disarmament we must

keep trying to reconcile the positions of all parties

concerned with perseverence, commitment and conviction.

Although we have had many disappointments and only limited

successes, we must not give up. Yhe price of failure is too

heavy, and'too terrible, for mankind to bear. It is in this .

spirit that I extend, to all delegates my best wishes-

for a successful and fruitful meeting.



TO:

THROUGH:
S/C DE:

U N I T E D N A T I O N S

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

The Secretary-General

N A T I O N S U N I E S

MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

DATE= 28 February 1975

REFERENCE:

SUBJECT:

A.H. Shevchenko
Under-Secretary-General for Political
and Security Council Affairs

Entry into force of BW Convention

1. The Convention on the prohibition of biological and toxin weapons
and on their destruction is just about to enter into force, as it has now been
ratified by the three depositary Governments and a large number of other States -
more than the number required by the relevant provision of the Convention. Con-
sultations are going on among the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the United
States with a view to setting the date of entry into force, which is likely to
be between k and 21 March. The deposit of the instruments of ratification by
the three nuclear Powers would take place on that occasion.

2. The entry into force of the Convention is a major achievement for the
CCD and it is expected that the event will be marked by a ceremony to be held
on the day agreed upon by the depositary Governments.

3. As it is customary for the Secretary-General to issue a statement in
conjunction with events of this nature, I attach a draft statement for your
approval. The text, as approved by you, would be read by Mr. Bjbrnerstedt at
the ceremony.

k. I would appreciate it if you could give this matter your early
attention.



STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL ON THE OCCASION
OF THE MTRY INTO FORCE OF THE CONVENTION OF THE
PROHIBITION OF BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS

This is a day when people devoted to peace the world over can be

justifiably proud. At long last, one generation after the signing of the

United Nations Charter, we have achieved the first true disarmament treaty —

an agreement providing for the actual destruction of existing weapons of

mass destruction. Three great nations who three decades ago bore witness

to the birth of the United Nations — the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom

and the United States — have now won a battle against man's inhumanity to

man: by depositing their instruments of ratification, they have enabled

the Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and

Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on

their destruction to enter into force immediately. There can be no doubt

that the aim of the new Treaty will be realized. More than one hundred

States have already signed it, numerous ratifications have been deposited,

and the General Assembly has gone on record to express its approval.

The intrinsic value of the Convention is self-evident. It does not

require much imagination to visualize a world in which horrendous epidemics

would be loosed upon mankind through malevolent intent.

We have reason to be thankful for this Treaty not only for what it

presently forbids, but also for what its adherents undertake to do. They

solemnly pledge to continue to negotiate in order to attain a similar ban

on the use of chemical weapons as well as to achieve their ultimate destruction.

There is a great need for a concerted effort in that direction.
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Neither germ nor chemical warfare would ever recognize national

sovereignties or borders. Such winds of evil would carry their seeds of

terror to victims, onlookers, and perpetrators alike. Both the guilty

and the innocent would suffer equally. Hence, I hope that we may speed

the time when we shall witness the universal application of this ban

whose entry into force we celebrate today.
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u28 January 1975

Dear Mr. Secretary-General,

Thank you for your letter, reference FO 132/41 (l-l), of
18 December 1974? v/ith which you v.-ere good enough to transmit
resolution 3261 L(XXIX), adopted by the General Assembly under
the item "General arid Complete Disarmament", and deal in.™
specifically v/ith nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes

This \vill be brought to the attention of the Board of Governors
which will meet on 25 February, together v/ith a progress report on
action taken, \vhich is at present under preparation. I shall keen
you informed of developments.

I shall also be submitting an up-to-date :-oi:orx or. *he
Agency's relevant activities under- Article V of the Treaty on the
Uon-Frol iteration of Kur.len.r V.'eapors (lTF?), to the Revisv- Conference
of the Parties to that Treaty. In response to the General Asfer.bly':
request (paragraph 2 of the resolution under referer.ee), the A-ency's
Annual Report v.dll also serve to make knov.n the Agency's vie\vs tc
the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament (r/arâ raph 3 of the
resolution).

I air. pleased to share your view that co-operation betv/een the
United ITa-ticnc arid the Arency vrill be further strengthened by
co-ordirrated tasks entrusted to us.

' I

.!

Yours sincerely,

CA.V'
Johj'. A. H.?.] ]
Act in;? Director General

The Secreta.ry-Ger.eral
^United Nations
New York 10017
USA



TO:
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THROUGH:
S/C DE:

FROM:
DE:

U N I T E D N A T I O N S

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

Secretary-General i

N A T I O N S U N I E S

MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

L ," '•

DATE:
9 January 1975

REFERENCE:

A. N. Shevchenko, Under-Secretary-General Jj [
for Political and Security Council Affairs -

SUBJECT:
OBJET:

Working papers on basic facts -within the framework of the UN in
connexion with the realization of the Treaty on the Kon-Proliferatlon
of Nuclear VJeapons

1. You will recall that at the request of the Preparatory Committee for the
NPT Review Conference, the United Nations Secretariat has submitted in August 1974
four working papers on basic developments, within the framework of the UN in
connexion with the realization of the purposes of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation
of Nuclear Weapons. The Preparatory Committee considered these papers at its second
session and found them very useful. Some comments were made by a few States, notably
Mexico, concerning possible additions to the papers,, The Committee also expressed
the wish that the papers be updated before the third session starting on 3 February
1975, taking into account new developments in the twenty-ninth session of the General
Assembly.

2, The attached drafts of the revised and updated papers are submitted for your
approval. It is clear from the discussion already held in the Preparatory Committee
that the papers were not considered controversial. The additions now made would not
change this situation.
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MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

DATE: 9 January 1975

A. N. ShevchenkOj Under-Secretary-General
for Political and Security Council Affairs

Third Session of NPT Preparatory Committee,
3-14__ February 1975 in "Geneva

REFERENCE:

At the two previous sessions of the NPT Preparatory
Committee, Mr. Pastinen has served as Special Representative
of the Secretary-General. As Mr. Pastinen has now been
nominated by you to be Secretary-General of the NPT Review
Conference, I would recommend that you designate
Mre Bjornerstedt to act as your representative to the third
session of the Preparatory Committee.
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Twenty-ninth session
Agenda item 107

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

/on the report of the First Committee (A/991l)7

3265 (XXIX). Declaration and establishment of a nuclear-free zone
in South Asia

A

The General Assembly,

Recalling its resolution 1378 (XIV) of 20 November 1959, which established
the goal of general and complete disarmament under effective international control,

Convinced that the highest priority should be accorded to measures in the
field of nuclear disarmament,.\

Recalling its resolutions 1652 (XVI) of 2k November 196l entitled
"Consideration of Africa as a denuclearized zone", 1911 (XVIII) of
27 November 1963 entitled "Denuclearization of Latin America", 2033 (XX) of
3 December 1965 entitled "Declaration on the denuclearization of Africa" and
2286 (XXII) of 5 December 1967 entitled "Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear
Weapons in Latin America",

Recognizing that conditions and procedures for the creation of such zones
differ from region to region,

Recognizing further that, in appropriate regions and by agreement among the
States concerned, the creation of nuclear-weapon-free zones could promote the
cause of general and complete disarmament under effective international control,

Considers, therefore, that the initiative for the creation of a nuclear-
weapon-free zone in the appropriate region of Asia should come from the States
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RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

/on the report of the First Committee (A/9909̂ /

3263 (XXIX). Establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free
zone in the region of the Middle East

The General Assembly,

Having considered the question of the establishment of a nuclear-veapon-free
zone in the region of the Middle East,

Desiring to contribute to the maintenance of international peace and security
by bolstering and expanding the existing regional and global structures for the
prohibition and/or prevention of the further spread of nuclear weapons,

Realizing that the establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones with an adequate
system of safeguards could accelerate the process towards nuclear disarmament and
the ultimate goal of general and complete disarmament under effective international
control,

Recalling the resolution adopted by the Council of the League of Arab States
at its sixty-second session, held in Cairo from 1 to k September 197̂ , on this
subject,

Recalling the message sent by His Imperial Majesty the Shahanshah of Iran on
16 September 197̂  on the establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the region
of the Middle East, I/

Considering that the establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones, on the
initiative of the States situated within each zone concerned, is one of the measur.es
which can contribute most effectively to halting the proliferation of those
instruments of mass destruction and to promoting progress towards nuclear
disarmament, with the goal of total destruction of all nuclear weapons and their
means of delivery,

I/ A/9693/Add.3.
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RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

/on the report of the First Committee (A/9908_)/

3262 (XXIX). Implementation of General Assembly resolution 2286 (XXIl)
concerning the signature and ratification of Additional
Protocol I of the Treaty forjthe Prohibition of Nuclear
Weapons in Latin America (Treaty of Tlatelolco)

The General Assembly,

Recalling that in its resolution 2286 (XXIl) of 5 December 196? it welcomed
with special satisfaction the Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in
Latin America (Treaty of Tlatelolco) I/ and declared that it constituted an event of
historic significance in the efforts to prevent the proliferation of nuclear
weapons and to promote international peace and security,

Noting that as a result of the Treaty, to which eighteen sovereign States are
already parties, there exists in Latin America a zone of increasing area and
population subject to the regime of total absence of nuclear weapons, which at
present comprises some 8 million square kilometres with a population of
approximately 150 million inhabitants,

Taking into account that certain territories lying within the zone which are
not sovereign political entities are nevertheless in a position to receive the
"benefits derived from the Treaty through its Additional Protocol I to which the
States which de ,1ure or de facto are internationally responsible for those
territories may become parties,

Recalling that in resolution 2286 (XXIl) it urged States to which Additional
Protocol I is open for signature to strive to take all the measures within their
power to ensure that the Treaty speedily obtains the widest possible application,

1. Notes with satisfaction that the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland deposited its instrument of ratification of Additional Protocol I

I/ United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 6'&, No. 9068, p. 326.
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RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

/on the report of the First Committee (A/9907J?

326l (XXIX). General and complete disarmament

A

The General Assembly,

Recalling its resolution 2602 E (XXIV) of 16 December 1969, in which it
declared the decade of the 1970s as a Disarmament Decade,

Having received the reports of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament
since 1970 relating to the question of general and complete disarmament under
effective international control,

Mindful of the grave dangers involved in the continuing development of new
nuclear weapons through a spiralling nuclear arms race and proliferation of
nuclear weapons,

Reaffirming its conviction that the diversion of enormous resources and
energy, human and material, from peaceful economic and social pursuits to an
unproductive and wasteful arms race, particularly in the nuclear arms race, impairs
the security and the economic and social well-being of both the developed and
developing countries,

Recalling the link between the Disarmament Decade and the Second United
Nations Development Decade,

1. Reaffirms the purposes and objectives of the Disarmament Decade;

2r Requests the Secretary-General and Governments to report to the General
Assembly at its thirtieth session on the action and steps which they have taken so
far to publicize the Disarmament Decade in order to acquaint the general public
with its purposes and objectives;

3. Invites Member States to report to the General Assembly at its thirtieth
session, through the Secretary-General, on the measures and policies they have
adopted to achieve the purposes and objectives of the Disarmament Decade;
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